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That is the question I got asked the most when I
said I was busy with my Bar Association respon-
sibilities. Despite my inner critic voice that said,
“Yeah, Linda, what the heck did you accomplish?
You didn’t achieve anything!” I was reminded
by my Executive Director of all the things that
came to pass during my year:

I welcomed first-year law students at their
orientation at Roger Williams University School
of Law. I was overwhelmed at the progress of
our state’s only law school in increasing the 
percentage of diversity in their incoming class. 
I offered them support and encouraged the stu-
dents to consider staying in Rhode Island after
graduation.

I advised newly admitted bar members at
their swearing-in ceremonies about opportunities
to develop clients and practice areas through the
Bar Association and about the New Attorneys
page on our website.

I attended over 100 meetings which included
at least one meeting of most Bar Association
Committees so that the chairpersons and mem-
bers knew that I was available to them and
interested in their accomplishments. We have
exceptionally strong committees, now numbering
27. Over one thousand six hundred Bar members
serve on these Committees and their work and
contributions form the backbone of the Asso -
cia tion. I attended almost every meeting of the
Annual Meeting Committee, the New Lawyers
Committee and the Lawyers Helping Lawyers
Committee. And a new Animal Law Committee
was just formed after soliciting interest from
members.

For the roughly 12,000 people who called 
the Bar Association looking for legal help, we
referred them to an attorney, sometimes for a
reduced fee and sometimes at no charge. These
people were in crisis and needed someone to
help. We got them that help. This reminds me 
of one of my favorite quotes about lawyers:
      True, we [lawyers] build no bridges. We

raise no towers. We construct no engines.
We paint no pictures – unless as amateurs
for our own amusement. There is little that
we do that the eye of man can see. But we
smooth out difficulties; we relieve stress; 

we correct mistakes; we take up other men’s
burdens and by our efforts we make possible
the peaceful lives of men in a peaceful state.

 – JOHN W. DAVIS, (ADDRESS), NEW YORK, MARCH 16,

1946, IN 1 RECORD OF THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 101, 102 (1946)

I recruited attorneys to sign up for the
Partners Overcoming Domestic Violence Project
which is a pro bono partnership between the
Rhode Island Bar Association, Rhode Island
Legal Services, Rhode Island Coalition Against
Domestic Violence and Roger Williams
University School of Law to provide practical
training for attorneys new to the practice areas
of divorce, custody and visitation. This project
teams seasoned practitioners with two new prac-
titioners and a domestic violence advocate to
collaboratively represent domestic violence sur-
vivors. The new practitioners leave the program
with the tools necessary to continue a family
law practice if they wish.

I drafted a Statement of Interest following a
request from a law firm to file an amicus brief
on an issue related to attorneys’ fees and SSI.
The government’s position in the litigation is
contrary to many well-established and impor-
tant legal principles and the amici curiae out-
lined issues which are of paramount importance
not only to attorneys but to the public’s access
to justice when seeking social security benefits.

For those who are chronically stressed and
burnt out, I brought awareness to the issue of
wellness with regular health-related content in
the Bar Journal and on social media. We featured
articles in the Bar Journal from a personal 
trainer and from a Bar member about wellness.
In addition, we created a special Lawyers Living
Well page on our website full of great content.
We continue to provide resources for attorneys
focusing on preventative care to instill greater
well-being in the profession. I received calls
from attorneys thanking me for shedding a light
on this issue and recognizing their own need for
help. As I attended those 100 plus meetings, I
wanted attorneys to know that the Rhode Island
Bar Association cares not only about the legal
profession but also about them individually.

I increased RIBA’s presence on social media

So, what does the Rhode Island Bar
Association President do, anyway?

We continue to pro-
vide resources for
attorneys focusing
on preventative care
to instill greater
well-being in the
profession…I wanted
attorneys to know
that the Rhode Island
Bar Association
cares not only about
the legal profession
but also about them
individually.

Linda Rekas Sloan, Esq.

President 

Rhode Island Bar Association
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RHODE ISLAND BAR JOURNAL

Editorial Statement
The Rhode Island Bar Journal is the Rhode Island

Bar Association’s official magazine for Rhode Island
attorneys, judges and others interested in Rhode Island
law. The Bar Journal is a paid, subscription magazine
published bi-monthly, six times annually and sent to,
among others, all practicing attorneys and sitting judges,
in Rhode Island. This constitutes an audience of over
6,000 individuals. Covering issues of relevance and pro -
viding updates on events, programs and meetings, the
Rhode Island Bar Journal is a magazine that is read on
arrival and, most often, kept for future reference. The
Bar Journal publishes scholarly discourses, commen-
tary on the law and Bar activities, and articles on the
administration of justice. While the Journal is a serious
magazine, our articles are not dull or somber. We
strive to publish a topical, thought-provoking maga-
zine that addresses issues of interest to significant seg-
ments of the Bar. We aim to publish a magazine that is
read, quoted and retained. The Bar Journal encourages
the free expression of ideas by Rhode Island Bar mem-
bers. The Bar Journal assumes no responsibility for
opinions, statements and facts in signed articles, except
to the ex tent that, by publication, the subject matter
merits attention. The opinions expressed in editorials
are not the official view of the Rhode Island Bar
Association. Letters to the Editors are welcome. 

Article Selection Criteria
•  The Rhode Island Bar Journal gives primary prefer-

ence to original articles, written expressly for first
publication in the Bar Journal, by members of the
Rhode Island Bar Association. The Bar Journal does
not accept unsolicited articles from individuals who
are not members of the Rhode Island Bar Association.
Articles previously appearing in other publications
are not accepted.

•  All submitted articles are subject to the Journal’s 
editors’ approval, and they reserve the right to edit
or reject any articles and article titles submitted for
publication. 

•  Selection for publication is based on the article’s 
relevance to our readers, determined by content and
timeliness. Articles appealing to the widest range of
interests are particularly appreciated. However, com-
mentaries dealing with more specific areas of law are
given equally serious consideration.

•  Preferred format includes: a clearly presented state-
ment of purpose and/or thesis in the introduction;
supporting evidence or arguments in the body; and 
a summary conclusion.

•  Citations conform to the Uniform System of Citation
•  Maximum article size is approximately 3,500 words.

However, shorter articles are preferred. 
•  While authors may be asked to edit articles them-

selves, the editors reserve the right to edit pieces for
legal size, presentation and grammar.

•  Articles are accepted for review on a rolling basis.
Meeting the criteria noted above does not guarantee
publication. Articles are selected and published at the
discretion of the editors. 

•  Submissions are preferred in a Microsoft Word for-
mat emailed as an attachment or on disc. Hard copy
is acceptable, but not recommended.

•  Authors are asked to include an identification of
their current legal position and a photograph, (head-
shot) preferably in a jpg file of, at least, 350 d.p.i.,
with their article submission.

Direct inquiries and send articles and author’s 
photographs for publication consideration to:
Rhode Island Bar Journal Editor Kathleen M. Bridge
email: kbridge@ribar.com
telephone: 401-421-5740

Material published in the Rhode Island Bar Journal
remains the property of the Journal, and the author 
consents to the rights of the Rhode Island Bar Journal
to copyright the work. 

and circulated information to lawyers via
multiple platforms so that whatever for-
mat lawyers wanted to receive informa-
tion, it was available.

I received regular calls about issues with
electronic filing and facilitated conveying
the concerns to our liaison to the Court.

The most challenging issue I faced was
creating diversity and inclusion in our
profession, simply because it takes longer
than a year to see the results of the initia-
tives that were implemented. I made
diversity a priority and requested that
every committee chair select a co-chair
that was either a young lawyer, woman
or attorney of color. I made the same
request for the CLE panelists as well as
the annual meeting speakers. I received
calls from attorneys who noticed this and
said thank you for the in clusive efforts
because every little bit helps. 

We arranged for the Defamation
Experience, a CLE program based on
Todd Logan’s nationally acclaimed play
DEFAMATION, presented free of charge
to RI Bar members. The program explores
the highly charged issues of race, religion,
gender, class, and the law with a twist:
the audience is the jury. The play was a
unique interactive program. Through
deliberations and post-show discussions,
the audience engaged in civil discourse
that challenges preconceived notions and
implicit bias. 

I moderated a discussion on diversity
at the Roger Williams University School
of Law Diversity Symposium which offers
Rhode Island high school and college 
students an opportunity to learn about
the legal profession and to interact with
diverse judges, lawyers and law students.
The goal is to support, encourage and 
get multi-cultural individuals from high
school, to college, law school and ulti-
mately to the practice of law in Rhode
Island. 

I attended every chicken dinner I was
invited to, where I would tell everyone
who would listen about all the public
service projects that RIBA does and asked
them to help. I wanted to see and speak
with RIBA members at meetings, semi-
nars, and networking events. Whenever
there was an event, I made a concerted
effort to be there to hear our members’
concerns and to better understand the
issues affecting them.

We promoted several free CLE pro-
grams, some including ethics credits, 
for those struggling to afford to pay for
CLEs. Through our work with our stand-
ing committees, AON Affinity (the Bar’s
sponsored professional liability insurance
agency), and opportunities offered by 
our Public Services Department, we have
been able to offer 24 hours of free CLE
credits including 4.5 free ethics credits.
We also offered four free, non-credit
workshops. 

I received calls from attorneys who
left the practice of law feeling jaded and
tried to convince them that being a lawyer
is an honored profession and that they
might find some sense of fulfillment doing
volunteer pro bono work.

We provided enrichment programming
for members that was relevant regardless
of practice area. Two programs were
offered in the fall: “What Writing Can 
do for Your Career” for aspiring authors
and “Basic Building Blocks of Law Firm
Marketing for Small Firm and Solo
Practitioners.” Additional programs on
resume writing, interview skills and finan -
cial planning were offered in the spring.

Perhaps the most prominent theme for
my year was the philosophy of “paying 
it forward.” My wish is that I instilled in
some of you our obligation in this learned
profession to give back to future genera-
tions of young lawyers, women lawyers
and multicultural lawyers.

My first President’s message was enti-
tled, “What has the Rhode Island Bar
Association done for me lately?” My
hope is that at least one thing that I have
done during my tenure made your profes-
sional or personal life a little better, made
you feel connected to the Bar Association,
prompted you to take on a pro bono
matter or simply struck a chord with you. 

Thank you for your stewardship and
for strengthening the RIBA community. �
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Artificial Intelligence in the Legal
Profession – What You Might Want 
to Know 

William J. Connell, Esq. M.Ed.

Attorney at Law

Forestdale

During a recent webinar sponsored by
LexisNexis, entitled “Artificial Intelligence &
the Legal Profession,” Dennis Garcia, Assistant
General Counsel for Microsoft Corporation,
suggested that legal professionals should not
fear artificial intelligence.1 According to Garcia,
artificial intelligence is not a foe to attorneys, but
a tool for all lawyers. He cites several sources 
to support his argument, including a recent New
York Times article by Steve Lohr (somewhat
cryptically) entitled “A.I. is Doing Legal Work.
But it Won’t Replace Lawyers, Yet.”2 Garcia’s
assertions that artificial intelligence is an asset to
lawyers and will not supplant or replace attorneys
seems both convincing and sound – if you are
legal counsel at Microsoft Corporation. But if
you are not, then perhaps we as members of the
legal profession need to really assess how this
new technology will impact and change the

practice of law, and what the
role of the attorney will be. 

Artificial Intelligence, or 
“A.I.” as it is often referred to,
has been in the news as of late.
Indeed, it is hard to avoid it. 
A search of the term using the
Google search engine will pro-
duce an initial return of
approx imately 62,700,000
results (that’s taking all of 0.76
seconds to respond – give or
take a hundredth of a second).
But what is it, and more impor-
tantly to the Bar Journal’s read-
ers, how is it going to impact
the legal profession?

First, just what IS artificial
intelligence? One can find multiple definitions.
John McCarthy, often cited as the father of A.I.
(or at least the person who first recognized it)3

wrote in a 2007 unpublished paper that artificial
intelligence “is the science and engineering of
making intelligent machines, especially intelligent
computer programs. It is related to the similar
task of using computers to understand human
intelligence, but A.I. does not have to confine it -
self to methods that are biologically observable.”4

More recently, one scholarly article written 

by several researchers wrote:
AI is a sub-field of computer science. It can
be broadly characterized as intelligence by
machines and software. Intelligence refers 
to many types of abilities, yet is often con-
strained to the definition of human intelli-
gence. It involves mechanisms, some that are
fully discovered and understood by scientists
and engineers, and some that are not (empha-
sis added).5

We can extrapolate an understanding of what
artificial intelligence is from those quotes. In
short, it is computers that think. Okay, maybe
the computer is not “thinking” in the same vein
as a living organism does, but the computer can
sift through data and make computations on a
much quicker basis than the human mind. It can
produce results that mimic thinking. In other
words, we can spend hours debating the philo-
sophical issue of whether intelligence is some-
thing limited to living creatures, or something
that can be embedded or produced in a man-
made device. But regardless of how we come
out on that discussion, here is the bottom line:
artificial intelligence can do many of the tasks
lawyers do, and in some cases, do them more
quickly, more efficiently, and even – YIKES –
more effectively. 

So let’s get to the issue of how A.I. is affect-
ing the legal profession. First is the impact on
document review. According to Lohr, researchers
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
the University Of North Carolina School Of
Law estimated that at large law firms only four
percent (4%) of the lawyers’ time is used for
document review. The rest is outsourced or done
by artificial intelligence.6 Even smaller law firms
and solo operations can use basic word searches,
or so-called “search and find” type tasks, to
review documents and find items that might
have taken hours and days of research in the
past. This can be applicable to electronic dis -
covery and contract review, among other things.
A.I. is also used to complete research and com-
plete forms. This certainly frees up time of
lawyers to do so-called “higher rung” functions.
Yet how many attorneys today in mid-career or
later got their start in the legal profession by

It is probably not practical for
an attorney to become proficient in
every new technology, just as it has
become increasingly difficult for 
an attorney to be proficient in all
disciplines of law as a general
practitioner. One can, however,
identify an area of artificial intelli-
gence that one wants to become
familiar with, and work on gaining
proficiency therein.
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doing many of the functions being repli-
cated by A.I.? Much of the work per-
formed by a new associate in many firms,
large or small, was composed of these
types of activity now being performed by
artificial intelligence. Lohr also reported
one study by the McKinsey Global
Institute estimating that twenty-three per-
cent (23%) of legal work currently being
performed by lawyers can be automated
with present technology or technology
that is being developed.7

Are clients happy? What do you think?
The costs of A.I. can be much cheaper
than hiring and training an associate.
Perhaps not in the initial investment, but
over time. Computers do not seek higher
wages, take paid time off, or require
health insurance (though they do get
viruses). At some point, A.I. will be 
able to perform services at a cheaper cost
than associates. These cost savings can 
be passed on to clients. How many of
you reading this article (thanks for doing
so by the way) have been involved in 
or at least heard of a situation where a
client complained about the number of
hours an attorney spent on a billed for
task, and argued that the item was not
true LEGAL work? Or that line for four
hours of legal research shouldn’t have
taken more than one hour. The idea that
clients, be they in the private or public
sector, do not want to pay high rates for
lawyers to perform “routine” legal work
seems logical. But this begs the question,
what exactly is a routine service? Search
and find type tasks? That seems a reason-
able interpretation with today’s technolo-
gy. But not brief writing, right? Hold on.
Programs such as ROSS Intelligence tout
the program’s ability to search through
many legal databases and come up with
an answer to any legal question, or as
their website says. “Supercharge lawyers
with artificial intelligence.”8 Can ROSS
do a better job than a human attorney?
That’s clearly a subjective question. Yet
one is reminded of HAL, the all-knowing
computer from Stanley Kubrick’s sci-fi
classic 2001, A Space Odyssey.9 During
an interview with a BBC interviewer
HAL10 who is a super computer operating
the spaceship “Discovery” on a trip to
Jupiter, says “I am putting myself to the
fullest possible use, which is all I think
that any conscious entity can ever hope
to do.”11 Though highly desirable, that’s 
a pretty high standard for most of us
mortal lawyers to meet. Ouch!

These days we hear so much about wellness and balance, and
I am sure many of us attorneys either scoff at the very idea, or
lament when our efforts continually fall short. I was part of both
cohorts for a good part of my legal career. The stresses of
deadlines, workload, and client demands, as well as balancing
family life are ever-present. 

My path to better wellness has been one of fits and starts. In
truth, I could list many changes I have made over the last sev-
eral years to support my health and well-being – better nutri-
tion, less caffeine, less alcohol, practicing mindfulness, yoga,
meditation and maintaining an attitude of gratitude, to name a
few. But you likely already know these.

However, I can offer two distinct pieces of advice for younger
attorneys – and perhaps more seasoned ones as well – that I have practiced throughout my
entire career. 

First: Take vacations! From your work – not just moving your office to a hotel room. You are not
as indispensable as you may think you are. Really. 

I remember back in the day that announcing that “I haven’t taken a vacation in ___ years” was
seen as some kind of badge of honor. I flaunted that philosophy on a regular basis. Clients and
staff in the offices with whom I worked would remark to me, “where are you off to now?” and I
would smile and laugh knowing that I would be getting recharged by getting away for a day or
two or more and experiencing life’s adventures to boot. 

Enjoy the thrill of planning and the anticipation of the getaway, as it enhances the value of the
getaway itself. Being able to recall the memories of your getaway fortify you to take on the
inevitable rough days.

Second: Find an activity you love to do that you cannot back out of or reschedule. For me, it
has been tennis. My husband bought me a tennis racquet for my 28th birthday and I have been
an avid player ever since. The key was that I couldn’t back out of commitments to court time or
lessons or other players who agreed to play. Very different from stating how much you “need”
to get to the gym and then being too exhausted or busy to go. As most of you already know,
moving and exercise reduces stress and improves wellness; finding an activity that you love
makes this critical part of wellness easier. 

Playing is good for the body and soul. After all, we want our children to go out and play more;
we should take our own advice.

The bottom line: It’s okay to play – even for attorneys!

(If you are interested, I can provide research studies correlating vacations and play time with
better health outcomes, as I am presently pursuing a Master’s Degree in Health Psychology.) 

It’s Okay to Play!

Christine M. Curley, Esq.
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Suppose artificial intelligence technol-
ogy can exceed what an attorney can do.
Rohr reports of one attorney who tested
Ross by spending ten (10) hours search-
ing online databases for facts similar to a
case he was working on. Rohr writes that
“Ross found the case almost instantly.”12

Ouch again.
ROSS Intelligence is not alone. ROSS’s

“parent,” IBM’s Watson, now has a fea-
ture to create arguments. When asked a
question, Watson will scan its databases
and propose not only research, but argu-
ments to be advanced in a debate.13 IBM
touts on its website that “IBM Debating
Technologies are ushering in a new era 
of Cognitive Computing.”14 Lex Machina,
from LexisNexis, uses technology to help
lawyers prosecute and win patent and
other intellectual property cases.15 Modria
from Tyler Technologies purports to pro-
vide online dispute resolution to many
common cases.16 BEAGLE purports to
review legal documents and reduce manual
reviewing error rates, reducing the average
time for legal review to less than 20 min-
utes, and increasing legal review accuracy
by twenty percent (20%) (BEAGLE’s
website caption says “We sniff out the
fine print so you don’t have to.”)17 But
wait, there’s more. Many of these services
purport not just to review documents
and do word searches, but to give advice
or something that is tantamount to advice.
Legal Robot purports to help people
“understand complex legal language and
spot problems before you sign, without
the time and cost of hiring an attorney.”18

Legal Robot also states on its website
that it uses legal algorithms to provide
fairness and risk analysis.19,20 Ravel Law
purports on its website to provide infor-
mation on how judges have ruled on
motions in the past and provides analyt-
ics on law firms, as well as providing
“Exclusive intel to compare forums, pre-
dict outcomes, and craft winning argu-
ments.”21 This list is far from exhaustive.

Maybe it is just this author’s opinion,
but some of these features are starting 
to sound like more than lower rung legal
services. Does this mean we all hang up
our law licenses? That seems a bit rash
(although the authors of a recent paper
published in the Richmond Journal of
Law and Technology wrote “Lawyers
may also become a dying breed…”22). 
But we would be foolish to not consider
what A.I. may bring to the profession.
First, and some may not like to hear this,

Don’t Be a Zoo Human!

Although our genes haven’t changed in thousands of years, our
lifestyles and environment certainly have. Not to say that modern
conveniences aren’t great, or that modern medicine isn’t vital,
but we are essentially living in a human zoo and our primal 
bodies are not happy about it. Or, as Robert M. Sapolsky of 
“Why Zebras Don’t Get Ulcers” puts it: we’re living long enough
to slowly fall apart.

Luckily our bodies are resilient, and with a few healthy tweaks
we can bounce back from years of unnatural habits. So, don’t
give up! Meet these (minimum) weekly goals and you’ll thrive
like a caveman/woman at the top of a food chain beyond their
wildest dreams!

(Note: please consult your doctor before participating in any 
kind of physical activity and don’t blame me if you get hurt.)

Here Are My Top 10 Weekly Primal Goals:

1. Walk 2-3 hours. No power-walking necessary. Swing those
arms, rotate those hips, keep your head on a swivel, and breathe.

2. Lift something heavy. This doesn’t necessarily mean deadlift
400lbs (though that would count). Generally something is con-
sidered heavy if you can only lift/push/pull it 5 times or less con-
secutively. Aim for compound movements that demand lots of
muscle activity (eg. deadlifts, squats, pushups, pullups, etc.).

3. Get that heart pumping hard. If your doctor says that you can
sprint, then sprint. All we’re looking for is 3-5 “all out” efforts for
a maximum of 10 seconds. Efforts should be very brief and very
intense. Take as much time to rest between sprints (or crushing it on the spin bike/elliptical/rower/
etc.) as you need to match the intensity and power output. Side note: unless you’re an Olympian, you
probably can’t spirit 1/2 mile or do 20 sprints without significant drop-off, so don’t get too ambitious.

4. Eat food that grows naturally for 80% of your caloric intake. If a team of scientists was
required to create a food product, then seek an alternative. 

5. Sleep 49-56 hours. I recommend looking at the weekly total since it can be very challenging to
do 8 every night. Recharging on the weekends is healthy in my opinion, and naps are totally primal!

6. Get an hour of direct sunlight. Be responsible, but your body will produce the most vitamin D by
exposing untanned skin without sunscreen. 

7. Play! Do this as much as possible! Kids and pets are great resources for this.

8. Go outside barefoot, preferably on grass or sand. Google “earthing” for more information.

9. Indulge sensibly. We must live right? Therefore, enjoy that glass (notice singular form) of
wine/beer/whisky, that serving of dark chocolate, or that piece of artisan cheese. You can enjoy that
12-pack, that sleeve of cookies, or that pint of ice cream too, but it won’t provide the health benefits
of the former. 

10. Trust your intuition. Although we’re not tuned in like our primal ancestors were, our brains are
still sending us messages to optimize our health/chance of survival. If your body is telling you to rest,
then honor that. On the flip side, if it really feels like moving, then go with it! Side note: this doesn’t
apply to the mouth-watering effect of sugary foods, that is a trick and an article for another time.

In closing, I feel that there is a general lack of faith in our bodies. People often tell me that they
can’t run/lift/move/etc. because they’re too old, they don’t have time, or their body doesn’t “work”
that way. Although you may not be able to eat or move like you did when you were a teenager, our
bodies are built to last and will adapt to the demands we impose on them. So, instead of demanding
that we get good at sitting/being static, let’s order our bodies to perform as it has for a long, long
time. You will definitely be rewarded!

Ryan McGowan is a former 
engineer who left the construction
industry to help people become
healthier and more adventurous.
His company, Laid-back Fitness, 
is located in Warwick and is a
combination of a fitness center
and playground. He recently won
the Projo Readers’ Choice Award 
for Best Personal Trainer, and 
is the co-founder of the Frozen
Clam Obstaplunge, a charity
obstacle course + cold water
plunge on New Year’s Day.
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the legal profession will experience what
many other professions have, and that is
technology taking over the “lower rung”
functions attorneys often undertook to
get their start. This could lead to fewer
positions in the legal field being made
available in traditional firms and in gen-
eral. Complaining about the progress of
technology eliminating legal jobs today
seems akin to griping about horseless 
carriages a century ago, so we won’t do
that. We should recognize, however, that
those who do not adapt will not flourish.
The reality is that A.I. is here, it will be
here, and it will become an increasing
part of the practice of law. Second, does
one need to master all these technologies
to survive? Probably not. Let’s look
through the other side of the looking
glass – how do we as a profession 
survive and further, turn this to our
advantage? If one focuses on one of 
these technologies, there are both pitfalls
and possibilities. Let’s look at a few.

Law Schools. If there is one thing that
seems very clear, it is that law schools
will need to incorporate the use of artifi-
cial intelligence into their curriculum.
Many schools are already doing this, 
but it will need to be ratcheted up. Law
schools in general are institutions, rich 
in history and steeped in tradition. These
can be good things, but they also con-
tribute to maintaining teaching models
that are rigid and slow to change. Want 
a concrete example? How many of you
reading this were taught using the so-
called Socratic Method, that bedrock of
legal teaching, a technique invented by
someone who lived over 2400 years ago?
This isn’t a backhanded swipe at law
school education, but it is a warning that
legal education must be careful not to
become held back. Also, there is a real
issue in that many of the introductory
entry-level functions (and in some cases
mid-level functions) once performed by
attorneys are now being performed, at
the rudimentary level or higher, by artifi-
cial intelligence. On the positive side, law
schools can educate students in how to
be proficient with the current technolo-
gies in a way that will make them attrac-
tive to law offices. On the negative side,
there may be a decrease in the number of
entry level jobs available into an increas-
ingly competitive profession. What seems
clear is that the traditional legal education
model needs to change to stay relevant. 

Workers’ Compensation
Injured at Work?

Accepting referrals for workers’ 
compensation matters.

Call Stephen J. Dennis Today!
1-888-634-1543 or 1-401-453-1355
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Specialization in Law Practice
Technologies. While some forms of artifi-
cial intelligence have general application
– think about your common word search
program that can be used to find terms
in statutes, cases, contracts, or other doc-
uments – many of the others noted above
are more specialized, such as those that
provide online mediation, or conduct
intellectual property searches. These 
actually present several opportunities for
attorneys. It is probably not practical for
an attorney to become proficient in every
new technology, just as it has become
increasingly difficult for an attorney to 
be proficient in all disciplines of law as 
a general practitioner. One can, however,
identify an area of artificial intelligence
that one wants to become familiar with,
and work on gaining proficiency therein.
One does not need to be an expert, but
just be good at working with it. Many
corporate websites offer online tutorials
on how to utilize their software. Watch
them. Watch them again. Watch videos
and podcasts on the internet. Go to your
local library, the brick and mortar kind
(yes, these venerable institutions do still
exist) and get help from a reference
librarian. Not every librarian will be
aware of these, but you can probably 
find one who will be willing and very
enthusiastic about learning a program
and showing you some techniques. The
key is not to be an expert with one par-
ticular brand, as much as knowing how
to use and manipulate the software.
Remember, technology is always evolving 

New opportunities. Artificial Intelligence
also offers potential areas for new growth
in law. These new programs can poten-
tially level the playing field in many prac-
tice areas that have traditionally been
hard to break into. A.I. may contribute 
to the formation of new boutique firms,
with a combination of experienced sea-
soned lawyers knowledgeable in an area
of practice and less seasoned but recent
law school graduates who have formal
training in the technology. This could
truly change the look of the legal land-
scape. Even those attorneys who do not
want to start a new firm may increase
their value to their employer, firm, or
agency, or to their clients, by mastering
some of the new technologies.
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Since 1984, I have been representing people who have been physically and emotionally
harmed due to the criminal acts or negligence of others. I have obtained numerous 
million dollar plus trial verdicts and many more settlements for victims of birth injury,
cerebral palsy, medical malpractice, wrongful death, trucking and construction accidents.
Counting criminal and civil cases, I have been lead counsel in over 100 jury trial verdicts.

My 12 years of working in 3 different prosecutors’ offices (Manhattan 1982-84;  
Miami 1984-88, R.I.A.G. 1988-94) has led to my enduring commitment to seek justice.
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Black-hearted Trespassers: The Sequel

To the best of my recollection, I did not spend
any part of my first year of law school scheming
to steal someone else’s property, but of course
Jimmy Carter was president then. Perhaps
today’s law students have adapted to changing
mores. (In fact, I recall having spent most of the
first semester of property class parsing Pierson v.
Post and learning, inter alia, how to acquire title
to ferae naturae,1 but I digress.) I am moved to
such recollection not merely by nostalgia, but in
reaction to Professor Hashway’s recent article on
adverse possession,2 which begins by suggesting
that larcenous musings regarding adverse pos-
session are now well-nigh universal among first-
year law students. While she acknowledges that
the vast majority of adverse possession cases
yield the victor “a few feet at the edge of his
own property,”3 she spends the bulk of her 
article on a recent Superior Court decision in

Carroll v. Rodriques,4 which she consid-
ers provides a protocol for such predato-
ry ponderings, and which she predicts the
Supreme Court will approve. She finally
concludes that that result argues for the
legislature repealing the statute authoriz-
ing adverse possession.5

Carroll features a protagonist with 
the unique hobby of poring over the
Little Compton Assessors Map looking
for parcels that were not being taxed. 
He then made some efforts, not described

in the opinion, to identify the owners of these
parcels. If those efforts yielded no results, then
the fun began. He had an attorney draw a deed
purporting to convey the property from himself
to himself and his wife as tenants by the entirety.
He then recorded the deed in the land evidence
records, which would prompt the municipality
to add the parcel to the tax map, and he would
pay taxes on it. The drafting and recording of
the deeds were evidently done before Carroll
had done anything on or to the property that
would support a claim of adverse possession,
and nothing in the decision suggests any basis
Carroll would have had for thinking he had any
property interest that would entitle him to grant
a deed to this property. Based on the factual
recitation in the decision, it is hard to see how

these filings are not problematic at best.6

Years went by, and he “acquired” an indeter-
minate number of such parcels by this means.7

After he passed away, his widow continued to
develop the property, getting the lots subdivided
and otherwise improved. Evidently, in the course
of time the true owners of the parcels learned
what was being done with their property, but
how this came about is not clear from the opin-
ion. Mrs. Carroll then filed an action to quiet
title and have herself declared the owner of the
parcels for which the owners came forward, 
as a result of adverse possession. Following 
a jury-waived trial, the court issued a decision
declaring her to be the owner. That decision 
is presently on appeal.

The lots in question were historically held 
as woodlots, which the Carroll court defined 
as “a privately maintained tract of land used as
a source of fuel, posts, and lumber.”8 There are
many such lots in Little Compton, and they are
clustered in the eastern, or inland, part of town.
Many of them are in the area of the subject
parcels, which are in Assessor’s Plat 41. They 
are readily distinguishable by their long, narrow
shape, and many of them do not have frontage
on improved roads. Their sole function was as a
place to grow trees. That function was jealously
guarded, as witnessed by the provisions of R.I.
Gen. Laws § 34-20-1 providing double and tre-
ble damages for cutting down someone else’s
trees or wood. Little Compton is also unique in
the extent to which property stays in the same
family for many generations.9 Thus, some of
these woodlots could be in shared ownership 
of the tenth generation of heirs, so it is not 
surprising if some are forgotten.

In finding adverse possession, the court’s
analysis focused on two cases, the provisions 
of which are in conflict: Tavares v. Beck,10 and
Cahill v. Morrow.11 In Tavares, the plaintiff
bought several parcels of property in Tiverton 
in 1991 and 1993, from James Amarantes, near
the border with Little Compton. Amarantes 
had bought the property from the Almy family.
The opinion does not state how large the entire
property was, though it appears that some or all
of it was undeveloped. It also appears that Almy

Peter J. Comerford, Esq.

Coia & Lepore, Ltd.

Providence

The Supreme Court ruled
that subjective knowledge
is irrelevant, but that “claim
of right” is measured by
objective manifestations 
of acting as though it is
your property.
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at least ten years.12 The party claiming
adverse possession must establish each
of these elements by “strict proof, 
that is, proof by clear and convincing
evidence.”13,14

The aspect of the case that most 
vexed the court was that the possession
be “under claim of right.” The trial court
found this element lacking, in light of
Amarantes’ actual knowledge that he 
did not own the disputed parcel, coupled
with the “self-deeding” to try to cure this
problem. The Supreme Court ruled that
subjective knowledge is irrelevant, but
that “claim of right” is measured by
objective manifestations of acting as
though it is your property. To couch this
dichotomy between subjective knowledge
and objective actions in the strongest
possible terms, the Court said this:

Accordingly, even when claimants
know that they are nothing more than
black-hearted trespassers, they can
still adversely possess the property in
question under a claim of right to do
so if they use it openly, notoriously,
and in a manner that is adverse to the
true owner’s rights for the requisite
ten-year period.15

In Cahill, supra, the Court revisited
these words. In recalling them, the Cahill
court referred to them as a “legally cor-
rect” statement that there is no require-
ment that adverse possession flow from a
good faith error as to one’s actual bound-
aries. The court went on to walk back
the implications of its earlier formulation,
saying that “to the extent that Tavares’s

had had record title to some, but not all,
of the land in question. 

Amarantes bought the property in
1977, and a year or so later had it sur-
veyed. The survey revealed that he was
not the record owner of the entire prop-
erty, but he built a twelve-foot-high stone
wall around it and otherwise altered the
terrain and improved and maintained the
property. In 1991, Amarantes deeded the
parcels he had been improving to him-
self. Thereafter, he sold the entire proper-
ty to Tavares. At some point thereafter,
the record title owner, Horace P. Beck,
must have learned what was going on,
and Tavares filed an action to quiet title,
based upon adverse possession. Tavares
had not held the property long enough to
establish his own right, so he attempted
to tack-on the time during which
Amarantes held the property.

The trial court ruled that Amarantes
had “unclean hands” as a result of his
action in deeding the property to himself,
and that that problem was imputed to
Tavares in light of Tavares’s need to tack-
on Amarantes’s time on the property.
Since quieting title is a form of equitable
relief, the court denied Tavares’s claim
based on his predecessor’s unclean hands,
and Tavares appealed. The Court articu-
lated the well-known standard for a find-
ing of adverse possession:

This Court has long held that to estab-
lish adverse possession, a claimant’s
possession must be “actual, open,
notorious, hostile, under claim of
right, continuous, and exclusive” for

reference to ‘black-hearted trespassers’
suggests that this Court endorses an
invade-and-conquer mentality in modern
property law, we dutifully excise that 
sentiment from our jurisprudence.”16

The issue in Carroll became whether 
this excision was a substantive overruling 
of that portion of Tavares or merely 
a semantic nicety akin to renaming 
“torture” as “enhanced interrogation.”
The trial court addressed this head-on,
albeit in a footnote:

13. This Court notes, however, that
the Supreme Court in Cahill, while
not endorsing the invade-and-conquer
mentality, did not forbid it. In other
words, in a civilized society that
ascribes to the rule of law, the Court
cannot, and will not, endorse the tak-
ing of another’s property; however, the
Court will, and does, enforce the law
as the legislature drafts it—so long as
the law is not facially unconstitutional.
That being said, as presently drafted, 
§ 34-7-1 does not prevent someone
from intentionally adversely possessing
another’s property. The onus to modify
this standard lies with the legislature 
if it sees fit.
Given the ambiguity in the Supreme

Court’s “excision” it may well be that a
trial court was bound to reach this result.
Clearly, the trial court was troubled by
the result, much as the Supreme Court
itself was in Cahill, where it referred to
“the ancient roots and arcane rationale
of adverse possession that we apply the
doctrine to this modern property dis-
pute,”17 leading the dissent to wonder
whether in the modern world the doc-
trine is merely “an anachronism.”18

Perhaps if we examine this doctrine to
find a rationale that would strengthen the
notion of “claim of right” we might find
that this doctrine still has a role to play
in twenty-first century Rhode Island.19

I have handled many adverse posses-
sion cases, have a number of them pend-
ing now, and tried one in the Superior
Court within the last two years. The
cases where this doctrine operates are, 
by and large, those to which Professor
Hashway alludes, i.e., involving a few
feet at the end of one’s own property.
Inevitably, it is where you put your fire
pit, or the swing set for your kids, or
planted a tree for the birth of each of
your children. The legislature has deter-
mined that if such uses persist for long
enough, they ought not be disturbed.

Little Compton Tax Assessor’s map by Peter J. Comerford)
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Most residential home purchases in
Rhode Island do not include a survey
being performed, so houses are sold
without a definitive idea of where the
boundaries lie.20 The issue usually crops
up years later, where someone needs zon-
ing relief or otherwise causes a survey to
be done, and then the encroachment is
discovered. If the parties have lived with
the encroachment for ten years or more,
then the driveway corner does not have
to be ripped up, the shed torn down, the
pool removed. This is the valid reason
for the endurance of this doctrine. That
insight was expressed more trenchantly a
century ago, in an essay21 in the Harvard
Law Review:

The statute has not for its object to
reward the diligent trespasser for his
wrong nor yet to penalize the negli-
gent and dormant owner for sleeping
upon his rights; the great purpose is
automatically to quiet all titles which
are openly and consistently asserted,
to provide proof of meritorious titles,
and correct errors in conveyancing.
In discussing the related doctrine of

boundary by acquiescence, the Supreme
Court in Locke v. O’Brien,22 alluded
approvingly to this same policy:

The common law doctrine of acquies-
cence was first recognized by this
court in O’Donnell v. Penney,23 where-
in we held that owners of adjoining
estates are precluded from denying 
a boundary line recognized by both
owners for a length of time equal to
that prescribed by the statute of limi-
tations barring a right of reentry. This
doctrine, in addition to being invoked
when determining whether boundaries
marked by physical objects will be
given preference over boundary lines
described in recorded title, also serves
“the purpose of quieting titles, and
preventing the uncertainty and confu-
sion, and consequent litigation which
would be likely to result from the dis-
turbance of boundary lines so long
established.”24

To say that there is no requirement 
of a good faith mistake seems a long way
from saying there can be outright thievery,
especially in light of the fact that this 
is an equitable remedy. If the Supreme
Court truly cancelled the field day for
black-hearted trespassers, then the Carroll
case would be the ideal time for the
Court to make that clear. Mr. Amarantes,
whatever his faults or mistakes, actually
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paid valuable consideration to the Almys
for his property. At the trial in that case,
Tavares proffered affidavits from the
Almys saying that they had used the 
disputed parcels dating back to 1925
(though these were excluded on eviden-
tiary grounds). It was only Amarantes
“self-deeding” that raised the red flag,
though unlike Carroll, Amarantes had
adverse possession by that point, and
thus some valid claim of title. To elimi-
nate a valuable protection because of
what appears to be a clear case of abuse

of that protection seems imprudent. 
Adverse possession is in some ways

just a specialized form of a statute of lim-
itations or statute of repose. Such statutes
by definition prevent the enforcement 
of otherwise valid rights. Despite that, 
we accept that such statutes serve valid
societal purposes in allowing people to
move on with their lives. Repealing that
statute may be logically appealing but
does not accord with the lived experience
of this area of the law. As Justice Holmes
taught us so long ago, the life of the law
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has not been logic, it has been experi-
ence.25
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Our economists can help.

Don’t Get Lost in  
the Numbers…
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EPR has been providing easy to understand, 
fast-driven economic analyses of damages in 
personal injury, wrongful death, medical mal-
practice, commercial, marital, and employment

cases since 1983.
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Rain City Recap
American Bar Association Delegate Report –
Midyear Meeting 2018

As I write this column our area is experiencing
its third nor’easter in two weeks. By the time
you are reading this column it will be spring. 
I can assure you that the weather in Vancouver
at the Midyear Meeting in early February at the
ABA House of Delegates was not much more
pleasant, albeit more rain than snow due to 
the temperate climate of the Pacific Ocean.

Several important resolutions passed the
House. Without elaborating now on each, I will
list them as follows: Dreamers/DACA; sexual
harassment; in the legal profession, a rather 
personal debate over, of all things, unclaimed
property; the elimination of the tax deduction
for student loan interest debt; street youth; 
long-term careers of women in the profession;
qualifications of federal judges; and attacks 
on Special Prosecutor Mueller’s investigations.

We also heard from the Honorable Maureen
O’Connor, Chair of the Chief Justice’s Confer -
ence, where she decried the “criminalization of
poverty” by imposing bail and/or other condi-
tions defendants cannot possibly comply with,
the impact of the opioid epidemic on the courts,
and ICE’s policy relative to in-courthouse 
apprehensions. We passed resolutions urging 
the elimination of gender or sexual orientation
as a grounds for exclusion from juries per
Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986) and/or
in the military.

I am an active member and past president of
the National Caucus of State Bar Associations
which met and discussed grassroots opinions 
on pending resolutions. The Caucus has been 
an important resource and voice for Main Street
lawyers such as myself. My involvement in the
Gun Violence Committee has been extremely
rewarding especially to see many of our resolu-
tions have been at the crest of the wave in terms
of presage reforms in gun laws. I have been able
to meet periodically with national experts in 
the field and am proud to say that the ABA has
already taken positions limiting the possession
and sale of assault rifles and for emergency
orders relative to high risk individuals. Balancing
Second Amendment rights and the right of due
process and privacy are clearly part of the debate.

I attended the Women’s Caucus briefly and

was astonished to hear, according to McKinsey
and Co. authored study, that women still have
very low numbers in our profession, and that 
it is true especially at the top of large law firms. 

As always, it is an honor and privilege to
serve the Bar in representing what is best in our
state. I welcome suggestions and comments rela-
tive to policy and proposed resolutions. I would
encourage RI Bar members to become involved
in the ABA, as it is a rewarding professional 
pursuit. Its sections, divisions, and committees,
in all professional areas, greatly enhance your
legal perspective. Newer lawyers are welcome 
to try membership for free for a year. �

Robert D. Oster, Esq.

ABA Delegate and 

Past Rhode Island Bar

Association President

Robert H. Humphrey, Esq., of the Law
Offices of Robert H. Humphrey, 8 Neck
Road, Tiverton, RI 02878, has been
sworn-in as the Municipal Court Judge 
for the Town of Tiverton. 

The Law Offices of Scott & Handwerger,
LLP, have moved to 392 Wampanoag
Trail, Riverside, RI 02915.
401-654-6770    riestatelaw.com

Matthew E. Waters, Esq. is now an associ-
ate at Hinckley Allen, 100 Westminster
Street, Suite 1500, Providence, RI 02903.
401-457-5450    
mwaters@hinckleyallen.com    
hinckleyallen.com 

Lawyers 
on the Move
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From complex patent prosecution to the selection of 
a new trademark, to internet domain name issues, 
Barlow, Josephs & Holmes has helped hundreds of 
companies across New England identify, exploit and 
protect their intellectual property.

Barlow, Josephs & Holmes is a personalized firm 
that caters to the needs of growing technology 
businesses. We understand the need for quick 
response and no-nonsense answers.

For more information, call Steve Holmes or 
David Josephs at 401.273.4446.

Technology Lawyers Helping 
Technology Companies 
Grow Their Portfolios

All attorneys of the firm Barlow, Josephs & Holmes, Ltd. are admitted to practice as Patent Attorneys before the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

The Rhode Island Supreme Court licenses all lawyers in the general practice of Law. The Court does not license or certify any lawyers as an expert or specialist in any 
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5TH FLOOR
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US and International Patent Prosecution
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Trademark Clearance Opinions

US and International Trademark Prosecution

Intellectual Property Due Diligence

Intellectual Property Licensing

Intellectual Property Audits
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Partners Overcoming Domestic Violence 
Project En Route to Continued Success

If you are a member of the Volunteer Lawyer Program and
accept a family law case, the 2018 “Partners Overcoming
Domestic Violence” training manual resource will be available 
to you free upon request. If you are not a member of the VLP, find
out today how easy it is to join and receive information on many of
the free CLE programs that are offered to members throughout the
year. Contact Volunteer Lawyer Program Coordinator John Ellis at
401-421-7758 or jellis@ribar.com for further information on
accepting a case and receiving these materials.

The Partners Overcoming Domestic Violence Project (PODV), estab-
lished in 2016, is devoted to increasing pro bono legal assistance.
This program is an ongoing collaborative project between the
Rhode Island Bar Association, Rhode Island Legal Services, Rhode
Island Coalition Against Domestic Violence and Roger Williams
University School of Law and is administered through the Bar
Association’s Volunteer Lawyer Program (VLP).

In 2018, the second group of attorney teams and mentors were
recruited to be PODV volunteers. Once again this group was
offered comprehensive instruction in addressing the serious need
for long-term legal solutions and safety nets for survivors of
domestic violence. This year’s attorney/mentor teams are earning
13.5 CLE credits upon completion of three training sessions. All
have received the corresponding comprehensive training manual
containing many up-to-date family law resources such as court
forms; child support guidelines; sample documents; and statutes,
including the recent criminal offenses/weapons amendments.
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John Harnett grew up in the Bronx, working as an
usher at Yankee Stadium for the Giants football games and as 
a toll collector on the Whitestone Bridge. He graduated from
Fordham University in 1975 and went over the bridge to St. John’s
in Queens for law school. After law school, John worked briefly
doing real estate litigation, but when his best friend from law
school showed him a picture of his cousin, a
woman who lived in Rhode Island, he was imme-
diately intrigued. He drove straight to Rhode
Island, met his future wife, and has been here ever
since. John sat for the bar in Rhode Island and
went to work for Raul Lovett, which started a
fast-paced career of trying cases, mostly personal
injury and workers’ compensation. We had the
opportunity to speak with this veteran trial lawyer.
Excerpts from our conversation follow.

What made you decide to become a lawyer?
My father finished high school. But my mother
didn’t finish high school. I went to St. Barnabas
Grammar School because the public schools in
New York City in the Bronx were tough places. At
St. Barnabas you wore a maroon blazer with the emblem on it,
maroon tie, a white collar shirt, gray pants, black shoes. And, 
I had a briefcase. I’m, like, second grade. And my mother would
say every day, “There goes my little lawyer.” So by the time I got
out of college it had been kind of drilled into me.

Please describe a really memorable experience that you had 
as a lawyer.
So a long time ago – Raul Lovett had a TV and radio show called
Lovett Talks Law. And from the radio show, the active calling
audience always wanted advice on inheritance tax. So I got a lot 
of calls on wills. And one day this elderly guy said he needed a
will. He had a special needs son, a quadriplegic. And this happened
because the son had an epileptic seizure while driving a van for 
the ACI. So he was receiving workers’ compensation. But what 
the father didn’t know, he was entitled to loss of use and disfig-
urement. So I filed a petition for that. And at the pretrial I got 
a hundred percent for all four extremities. And back then they
used to mail us the checks and the clients come and we give them
the checks. And he said, “What do I owe you?” And I said,
“Nothing.” So he started to cry; so did I.

To what do you attribute your success as a lawyer?
Well, if I find something I like, like a sport or a hobby, I go all in.
And, I don’t talk about it much, but I started taking karate in 1971,
and I only stopped a couple years ago because it started to affect
my back. If I find something that I like, I just go all in, and it turns
out I liked the practice of law.

What’s the best advice you ever got?
When I was a kid, my father was part of snow
removal for New York City. So he’s gone for
about a week in a snowstorm. My mother said,
“Get out and shovel that sidewalk because our
sidewalk is the only sidewalk on the whole block
that hasn’t been shoveled.” By then it had been 
so trampled on it was frozen and it wasn’t coming
up. So I just threw out rock salt. So my father
came home. He knew that rock salt stops working
under 19 degrees. So, I’m watching TV and he
said to me, “you put the rock salt out?” “Yeah.”
“You didn’t read the bag, did ya?” “No.” He said,
“It’s okay. Stay in school, get a good education.”
And I did.

What advice would you give to somebody who is just getting 
out of law school?
First of all, I would suggest that they seek advice from older 
established lawyers that they trust, because those people have
already made their mistakes and they have learned from them.
And the other thing is return every phone call.

Would you do this all over again? 
Oh, yeah. Knowing what I know now, it would be a lot easier.
Plus, you know, making a living by helping people who can’t
afford it, it’s rewarding. So I would stick with the same thing if 
I could push the reset button. Those ten years I had with Raul
Lovett were the best. Hardest I worked, but it was the most fun.
He was a great guy.

John M. Harnett, Esq.

Lunch with Legends: 
Trailblazers, Trendsetters and
Treasures of the Rhode Island Bar

    

Stephen Adams, Esq. Jenna Pingitore, Esq.

Barton Gilman LLP, Providence
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Henry Monti
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Faces of Addiction
Never Enough by Michael J. Burke
The Addicted Lawyer: Tales of the Bar, Booze, 
Blow, and Redemption by Brian Cuban

There are many faces of addiction. Do you think
you would know an addict by sight? Most of us
think we would because we think of addicts as
the people we see on the streets with dirty hair
and clothes, begging for money, or the people
who are found in alleys and abandoned buildings
dead from overdoses. Perhaps they are the faces
of the people we see in the obituary columns
that have died at home in their teens or twen-
ties, with a reference to a sudden death or with
no explanation. But would you recognize one of
our colleagues suffering from an addiction to
drugs, alcohol, or perhaps gambling? Would you
recognize it in yourself before it was too late?

This book review discusses two books, both
of which discuss addicted attorneys, as well as
law students. The first of these two books is
Never Enough, by Michael J. Burke. Michael
begins his book at the point in his life where 

he finally had to acknowledge he
couldn’t continue the way he had
been living any longer, which started
with a lifestyle of drinking as he
grew up, but eventually resulted 
in extremely serious consequences
for him as well as his family. 

Unlike some people, Michael 
discovered that he “had been born
with an exceptionally high tolerance,
which meant [he] could drink large

quantities of alcohol and not appear intoxicat-
ed.”1 This particular talent became an invaluable
one to a young man who came from a family of
distinguished attorneys and, after spending most
of his time in college drinking his way through, 
he married his college sweetheart, whose father
also happened to be an attorney. Michael soon
found himself taking the LSAT examinations 
and thereafter in law school.2

Like most of us, Michael discovered that law
school is no easy ride and, because he needed to
focus, he stopped drinking the first year of law
school. Unfortunately, he resumed the following
year. Despite the drinking, Michael managed to
graduate and started his own general practice.
Michael faced the same stresses all of us face as
practitioners, which no doubt, contributed to
his problem. He realized he had a problem and,

to help himself stop, he told his family and
promised he would stop.3 Unfortunately, like
many who are addicted, all this did was turn
him into a “closet drinker.” He then tells the
reader about what happened when he realized
that he couldn’t practice without a drink, ending
up in Las Vegas, not knowing how he got there
with no money, and no way back home.
Fortunately, his wife took him back with a con-
dition he obtain rehabilitative help. At the end
of his rehabilitation, his counselor warned him:
“[i]f you can smoke it, inject it, snort it, swallow
it, or roll it [dice in gambling], you are the 
people who can become addicted to it.”4 For
Michael, truer words were never spoken.

He quickly turned from drinking to gambling.
It took only one trip to a casino for him to
become enraptured by the glitter, ringing bells 
of the slot machines signaling winners and the
bright lights. He purchased books on how to
play blackjack and soon began to win. He felt
that he had been “touched by the hand of
God.”5 Michael continued to play whenever he
had a chance, even taking extra money with him
so that, in case he lost he could tell his wife he
had won. He soon had a reputation with the
casinos as a “high roller,” which came with free
rooms at the casinos for him and his wife and
made it even easier for him to gamble. 

Michael’s life follows the path of all who are
addicted gamblers: they are never satisfied, and
they usually tell their families and friends that
they have been winners when, in fact, they are
losing money.6 His casino trips continued to
result in the need for even greater amounts of
money, eventually drawing him into further ethi-
cal downward spirals. Michael found himself in
so deep that he needed to borrow money from a
client.7 Interestingly enough, this first loan came
with a promissory note to pay the money back.
Then the chase began to pay back this loan and
all the others that followed. Eventually, Michael
found himself in the place every attorney knows
is the darkest pit where no one ever goes…the
client’s trust fund account. Yes, that’s the next
place where he went to find needed money to
pay back the first loan or be turned in to disci-
plinary counsel.8 Like other gamblers, Michael’s

Genevieve M. Martin, Esq.

Attorney at Law

Providence & Johnston

Lawyers Helping Lawyers

Committee Member

Michael brings to focus a most
important aspect of the impact
of the effects of addiction;
namely, that it impacts not only
the addict, but also the family
of the addict.
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life continued to spiral out of control 
as he continued to seek other sources of
money to chase the elusive one hand that
would help him repay all debts and dig
him out of the financial hole he had dug
for himself over the years.9 Realizing
there was no where else to turn, he finally
turned himself in to the state bar and
then to the attorney general’s office.10

Michael had been living a double life,
as most gamblers and other addicts do,
and now he was faced with the worst
part of it all, having to tell his wife of 30
years and his children what he had done.11

The year before, he had already contem-
plated suicide and had even sat at his
desk with a cocked and loaded revolver
held to his head. Looking at the picture
of his family and thinking of how his 
suicide would affect them was the only
thing that stopped him.12 Now he had to
look at his family, but this time to their
face, and tell them what he had done 
and what was about to happen, not just
to him, but also to his family.13

Michael brings to focus a most impor-
tant aspect of the impact of the effects 
of addiction; namely, that it impacts not
only the addict, but also the family of the
addict. Michael was going to prison for
his actions, but his family also had to
face the shame in the community among
their friends, as well as Michael’s col-
leagues and clients from whom Michael
had stolen their funds. He had also bro-
ken trust with his family and everyone
who respected him.14

Michael describes his life in prison,
including what it was like to have his
own possessions taken from him by other
prisoners and being helpless to recover
any of the items. Guards knew who he
was as well as other prisoners. He recalls
receiving his notice of disbarment, his
hopes of maybe being able to regain his
license if he repaid what he had taken
and the general feelings of not being in
control of what would happen to him
while he was in prison. He also describes
the terrible pain of having to watch his
family members being searched every
time they came to visit him.15

Although Michael’s journey through
the cycle of addiction as a professional 
is important to read and understand to
see how easy addiction, any addiction,
can possess an individual, even more
compelling are the portions of his book
where his daughters tell how they felt and
discuss their experiences, both before and

COIA & LEPORE, LTD.
Attorneys at Law

226 South Main Street
Providence, RI 02903

401.751.5522
information@coialepore.com

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
RI & MA

JOHN F. CASCIONE, ESQUIRE

Attorney To Attorney Referrals

The essential guide to R.I. (and federal) 
zoning law, written in plain English and 

backed up by thousands of detailed citations. 
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http://books.lawyersweekly.com or call Bill Cardinal at 617-218-8194
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after they learned what their father had
done.16 What we do to ourselves is harm-
ful and painful enough by itself; what we
do to those we love lasts forever.

The second book is The Addicted
Lawyer: Tales of the Bar, Booze, Blow,
and Redemption by Brian Cuban,17 which
offers a similar, but different, viewpoint
about addiction and attorneys. Brian also
begins his story years down his own life
path so that the reader can meet the law -
yer and the person he has become as a
result of his numerous substance addic-
tions – to cocaine, alcohol and other
drugs. He has success in his hands, yet 
he cannot hold onto it because his addic-
tions are stronger than his fears of being
caught, at that moment.18

However, as with many people who
have addiction issues, we all have reasons
why we drink, gamble or abuse other
substances. In Brian’s book, he talks
about his personal, and always hidden,
feelings of never feeling as if he were
good enough. His college grades weren’t
good enough to get him into the law
school he would have preferred; in fact,
he never was sure he even wanted to be 
a lawyer in the first place.19 He didn’t
believe enough in himself to put in the
time to study to pass the bar and it
showed in his inability to pass the bar
exam for five years after graduation from
law school.20 By this time he was addicted,
and his addiction only served to lower
his expectations in himself further.

Brian went from one job to another,
even hanging around a chiropractor’s
office with prepared contingent fee agree-
ments, equivalent to ambulance chasing.
Brian referred to himself as the chiro-
practor’s office “Frank Galvin.”21 It’s only
when Brian is hit by a car walking across
his parking lot in a drunken stupor, that
he realizes “…the act of taking that first
drink and doing those first lines were
choices, even those choices may have
been strongly influenced by underlying
psychological issues and a strong need for
acceptance dating back to childhood.”22

Brian remembers the psychological abuse
of his childhood, the fat shaming and
being called stupid by his parents. Brian
thinks, his parents were just repeating
their own cycle of abuse.23 Brian doesn’t
use his childhood as an excuse; rather, he
knows he made his own choices, but he
was also of a generation where people
handled their depression and sadness
alone. They just “got over it.”24

Anyone who has been embroiled with a particularly difficult attorney, colleague, client, 
or judge who “just gets under their skin” knows that such encounters can be absolutely
maddening. Unfortunately, when such interactions cannot be avoided, they may also 
render an attorney more susceptible to compromising his or her own ethical values in
the process. Using clips from Batman Begins and The Dark Knight, this seminar explores
the impact of these exceptionally challenging professional relationships with such folks,
whom we liken to Batman’s arch-nemesis,“The Joker.” Participants are equipped to

identify the “Jokers” they have encountered, appreciate the risks 
of engaging with them, and implement practical strategies to 
minimize the negative impact on their quality of practice and life.
The presenters also provide a primer on the resources provided by
local and state bars for reporting particular instances or patterns 
of unethical and/or grossly unprofessional behavior.

ReelTime CLE is a nationwide provider of dynamic, interactive
workshops, conferences, law firm retreats, and professional
development training programs, committed to using the most
proven and effective methods of adult learning to help profes-
sionals work (and interact with one another) more productively
and sustainably. Chris Osborn and Michael Kahn began providing
their innovative CLE workshops on ethics, professional responsi-
bility, diversity and inclusion and mental health/substance abuse
awareness in 2007. In addition to his ongoing work with
ReelTime CLE, Chris Osborn is the founding principal of Osborn
Conflict Resolution Services, which provides Superior Court
mediation, pre-litigation conflict coaching and dispute resolution,

and Christian conflict conciliation services throughout North Carolina. Michael Kahn
holds a J.D. from the Dickinson School of Law, and currently resides in Vancouver, BC,
where he facilitates grief groups for lawyers. He continues to present training semi-
nars and workshops on ethics, grief, wellness, diversity and inclusion, and other 
topics for lawyers and mental health professionals throughout the U.S. and abroad,
including for the U.S. military in Germany and Japan.

Please see your 2018 Rhode Island Bar Association Annual Meeting Brochure for
more information about the Meeting’s 39 CLE-credited seminars, social events, and other
interesting and informative activities. If you haven’t received your brochure in the mail
yet, you can access your registration form and brochure PDF on the Bar’s website,
ribar.com. Please note, to save $25, you must register before June 15, 2018.

CHRIS OSBORN, ESQ. 

MICHAEL KAHN, ESQ.

Your Bar’s 2018 Annual Meeting Highlights
Friday, June 22, Plenary Session

Don’t Let the Jokers Drive You Batty

Unfortunately for Brian, he never did.
He didn’t have friends or date, but the

alcohol became an admission ticket to
the party with the crowd. By the time he
got to college, Brian decided to do some-
thing about his weight. He stared devel-
oping eating disorders, but they, too, even -

tually were putting a strain on his body.25

Not knowing what he would do with his
undergraduate degree, Brian decided to
go to law school. He thought he could
hide there from himself a few more years.
He even mixed in an effort to join the
Marines, but he couldn’t even survive
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boot camp. He cried and needed to go
home and ended up back in law school
again.26 The very thought of being in law
school would show those people who
thought he would never amount to any-
thing that he was worthy of acceptance.27

Having lived a life of never feeling
accepted or being worthy of acceptance,
anything that brought that feeling of con-
fidence and relief from feelings of failure
seemed impossible for Brian to avoid.
Those first lines of cocaine “had the
power to make all my anxieties seem 
trivial and the formerly impossible possi-
ble.”28 Between drugs and alcohol, Brian
found a way to survive, and generally get
through the days and nights. He thought
he knew how to balance his alcohol and
cocaine use to pull himself out of the
resulting further depression he felt.29

Brian talks about his journey through
failed relationships and jobs, which gen-
erally occur when he can no longer con-
ceal his depression and his addictions.
Brian realizes he’s still trying to overcome
his own terrible memories of his early
teenage years, while his friends are fighting
their own demons and personal problems,
all of which bring them back to the sub-
stances that bring only transitory relief.30

Importantly, Brian also mixes in stories
about others who have had similar expe-
riences with various types of addictions,
who are also dealing with underlying
issues. Some of them relate to home life,
while others are related to sexual orienta-
tion and family acceptance issues. Some
stories concern fears of failure when fac-
ing law school and passing the bar exam.
Throughout the book, Brian also impor-
tantly offers advice on how one might
respond to questions from others who
might approach one of us with their 
own insecurities, depression and fears 
of failure. 

Brian’s book differs from Michael’s in
another area as well; namely, it discusses
various statistics of the number of attor-
neys suffering from depression, stress,
substance and alcohol abuse and the
impact of these factors on their lives,
their families and our clients. Both books
are important in that they both offer
hope and a reminder to us all that, over-
coming our own personal shame to seek
help before we end up in terrible trouble
in our lives is essential, despite the stigma
that still exists for these illnesses. Brian
and Michael are reminders to us all 
that, whether we suffer from depression, 
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stress or any other form of mental illness, 
professional help is there for those who
seek it and no one needs to suffer alone.
Additionally, our Bar Association, and
many others, also have a Lawyers Helping
Lawyers Committee comprised of our
peers who stand ready to provide a hand
to our brother and sister attorneys.

As I read these books, I also spoke
briefly with our Disciplinary Counsel,
David Curtin, to try to get a sense of
how our Bar handles situations involving
impaired attorneys. Some attorneys will
reach out to him on their own when they
realize they have a problem. Sometimes,
he might learn about an attorney who
has been arrested for driving while
impaired, otherwise referred to as a DUI.
The level of intoxication of an individual
provides some indication of the extent 
of a person’s problem. There are some
individuals who can be impaired with
one drink, while others are able to func-
tion with a great deal more alcohol or
other drugs in their system. 

The next time you look into the mir-
ror, if the face staring back at you is one
of addiction, would you, or could you,
recognize it? If you can, if you will, reach
out to one of us on the Lawyers Helping
Lawyers Committee or someone else you
trust and seek the help you need. 

ENDNOTES
1 Never Enough, Michael J. Burke, ©2008
American Bar Association, p. 2.
2 Id. p. 3.
3 Id. p. 4.
4 Id. p. 7.
5 Id. p. 13.
6 Id. p. 16.
7 Id. pp. 19-20.
8 Id. p. 21.
9 Id. pp. 23-29.
10 Id. pp. 29.
11 Id. pp. 30.
12 Id. pp. 28.
13 Id. pp. 29-31.
14 Id. pp. 29-48.
15 Id.
16 Id. pp. 69-80.
17 © 2017 Brian Cuban.
18 Id. pp. xii-xvi.
19 Id. pp. 3, 12.
20 Id. p. 7.
21 Id. p. 11 [reference to alcoholic lawyer in the
movie The Verdict].
22 Id. p. 15.
23 Id. pp. 16-17.
24 Id. p. 21.
25 Id. pp. 29-30.
26 Id. p. 96.
27 Id. p. 31.
28 Id. p. 36.
29 Id. p. 37.
30 Id. p. 46. �

Elderly
Resources for attorneys.

Support services for your clients.

ElderCare OF RI, LLC
51 Je�erson Blvd., Warwick RI 02888
(401) 781-4217
www.eldercareofri.comJames I. Goldman, CPA
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Researching Early Women Lawyers in Rhode Island: 
We Need your Help!

Inspired by a speech given by Judge Netti 
C. Vogel at the 2017 Women in Robes event,
researchers at Roger Williams University
School of Law have begun compiling a list 
of the first sixty years (1920-1979) of female
attorneys in Rhode Island. Because of the 
difficulties inherent in historical research, we
are asking readers of the Rhode Island Bar
Journal to let us know if our list is incomplete
or inaccurate. In anticipation of events cele-
brating these remarkable women, the RWU
Law community is asking you to email us 
with any missing names, corrections, or mis-
spellings. Also, please contact us if you have
any additional information on the earliest
female attorneys that might help our research,
specifically items that could be displayed in
an exhibit. Please email Nicole Dyszlewski 
at ndyszlewski@rwu.edu with questions,
comments, or information. 

1920
Ada L. Sawyer

1922
Helen I. Binning

1928
Mary C. Hogan

1942
Norma M. Trifari

1946
Florence K. Murray

1951
Dorothy A. Carr
Beverly G. Long

1953
Corinne P. Grande
Helen M. MacGregor
Emma M. Cummings

1957
Constance L. Messore

1960
Erato Haseotes

1965
Rae B. Condon
Judith E. Hodge

1966
Louise Durfee
Mary Ellen McCabe

1967
Helen M. Nash
Nancy S. Schectman Nemon

1968
Marjorie Yashar

1969
Mildred White Tracey

1970
Marion J. Dillon
Pamela M. Macktaz
Allegra E. Munson

1971
Haiganush R. Bedrosian
Kathleen Managhan
Sheila Cabral Sousa
Marcia McCabe Wilbur

1972
Ann T. Frank
Alice B. Gibney
Joan M. Montalbano

1973
Diana Littleton Daunis
Angelica B. Gosz
Betty R. Greenberg
Betsy E. Grossman
Doris J. Licht
Mary E. Masulla
Linda L. Standridge

1974
Laurie N. Davison
Virginia Giroux
Nancy Hall McMillan
Jean A. Musiker
Carol E. Najarian
Anne L. Northrup
Nancy Palmisciano
Patricia Ryan Recupero
Merrill W. Sherman
Arlene M. Violet
Judith P. Wegner
Stacy E. Wolfe

1975
Denise M. Auger
Deborah D. Benik
Lynette J. Labinger
Anne Maxwell Livingston
Marifrances McGinn
Sophia Douglass Pfeiffer
Carol I. Siravo
Elizabeth C. Suvari
Amy R. Tabor
Rosemary D. VanAntwerp
Netti C. Vogel
Jill S. Votta
Cynthia G. Gifford

1976
Barabara Hurst
Victoria Almeida
Kathleen Gooden DiMuro
Margaret D. Farrell
Mary Louise Kennedy
Joanne E. Mattiace
Cathleen S. Miller
Kathleen Sullivan Murray

Fredrika H. Quinn
Nancy Marks Rahmes
Gayle F. Tarzwell
Ojetta Rogeriee Thompson

1977
Myrth York
Lillian M. Almeida
Ellen Wattendorf
Emilie A. Benoit
Eileen G. Cooney
Mary F. Counihan
Judith Crowell
Sarah T. Dowling
Elizabeth M. Fahey
Judith B. Fox
Lise J. Gescheidt
Susan D. Hayes
Maureen A. Hobson
Rosemary C. Lawlor
Victoria Lederberg
Margaret R. Levy
Mary Mona Lisi
Susan E. McGuirl
Ellen M. McVay
Diane Morrocco Pelligrino
Barbara M. Quinn
Susan L. Revens
Elizabeth Rode Dunning
Paula E. Rosin
Beth S.K. Sarat
Jeanne K. Stretch Barrett
Diane S. Vanden Dorpel
Elizabeth L. Mathieu

1978
Sandra A. Lanni
Rebecca E. Book
Jean McCahey Connelly
Carol T. Giliberto
Janet Gilligan
Maryann Lawrence Grodin
Cynthia M. Hiatt
Ann G. Hicks
Constance A. Howes
Patricia A. Hurst
Elizabeth E. Jutras
Linda S. Katz
Mary E. Levesque
Gail E. McCann
Maureen E. McKenna-Goldberg

Jane G. Perelson
Hinda G. Pollard
Marilyn Shannon McConaghy
Lisa N. Singer
Melanie Wilk Thunberg
Sheila Tobei Swan
Patricia A. M. Vinci
Kathleen A. Voccola
Janice M. Weisfeld
Carol A. Zangari

1979
Lois B. Agronick
Cheryl A. Asquino
Patricia M. Beede
Judith N. Stevenson Calcaghi
Catherine Carroll-Chiulli
Deborah P. Clarke
Dianne Curran
Susan Leach De Blasio
Mercedes Deines
Kristin A. DeKuiper
Joyce A. Faraone
Margaret-Ann Gardner
Andrea Goins VanLeesten
Dianne Griffin
Mary F. Healey
Carol A. Helliwell
Merita A. Hopkins
Patricia J. Igoe
Marcia McGair Ippolito
H. Frances Kleiner
Mary Ellen McQueeney Lally
Anne M. Lang-Paolino
Faith LaSalle
Beverly E. Ledbetter
Mary F. Logan
Corinne J. Magee
Katherine Merolla
Diane H. Miller
Patricia D. Moore
Mary J. Nagle
Jo Ellen Ojeda
Dorothy Schoch Jacobsen
Alyssa L. Talanker
Saundra W. Verri
Carolyn A. Yacovone
Carolyn Roundey
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FEBRUARY  2018

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Tiffinay A. Antoch, Esq., Heitke Cook Antoch LLC
John A. Beretta, Esq., Law Office of John A. Beretta
Andrew M. Cagen, Esq., Providence
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
Joanne C. D’Ambra, Esq., Cranston
Dawn Euer, Esq., Providence
John J. Flanagan, Esq., Warwick
David B. Hathaway, Esq., Warwick
Miguel R. Hernandez, Esq., Providence
Robert H. Larder, Esq., Woonsocket
Doris A. Lavallee, Esq., Lavallee Law Associates
Edward R. McCormick III, Esq., Cranston
Laurie A. Meier, Esq., Providence
Adam G. Northup, Esq., Law Office of Adam G. Northup
Eileen C. O’Shaughnessy, Esq., Marinosci Law Group, P.C.
Jill M. Santiago, Esq., Jill M. Santiago, Attorney at Law
Elizabeth Stone, Esq., Providence
Edythe C. Warren, Esq., Law Office of Edythe C. Warren

Elderly Pro Bono Program

David N. Bazar, Esq., Bazar & Associates, P.C.
John Boyajian, Esq., Providence
James P. Creighton, Esq., Johnston
Kathleen G. Di Muro, Esq., Law Office of Kathleen G. Di Muro
Kevin F. Dwyer, Esq., Dwyer Law
Christine J. Engustian, Esq., Law Offices of Christine J. Engustian, Esq.
Frank J. Manni, Esq., Johnston
Frederic A. Marzilli, Esq., Marzilli Law Offices
Vincent J. Montecalvo, Esq., Law Offices of Vincent J. Montecalvo
Jill M. Santiago, Esq., Jill M. Santiago, Attorney at Law
Elizabeth Peterson Santilli, Esq., Cutcliffe Archetto & Santilli
David J. Strachman, Esq., McIntyre Tate LLP
Paul F. Waldman, Esq., Providence

US Armed Forces Legal Services Project

Cristina A. Azzinaro, Esq., Azzinaro Manni-Paquette
Peter P. D’Amico, Esq., Peter P. D’Amico & Associates
Timothy J. Duggan, Esq., Duggan & Gianacoplos, LLC
Lauren E. Jones, Esq., Jones Associates
Kenneth Kando, Esq., Warwick
Charles A. Pisaturo, Jr., Esq., Providence
Gregory P. Sorbello, Esq., Peter M. Iascone & Associates, LTD.

MARCH  2018

Volunteer Lawyer Program

Carolyn R. Barone, Esq., Kirshenbaum Law Associates
John A. Beretta, Esq., Law Office of John A. Beretta
Andrew M. Cagen, Esq., Providence
Melissa K. D’Ellena, Esq., D’Ellena Law Office, LTD
Mary Cavanagh Dunn, Esq., Blish & Cavanagh LLP
Christopher J. Gerlica, Esq., Gerlica Law
Lois Iannone, Esq., Cranston
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
Cynthia E. MacCausland, Esq., Law Offices of Cynthia E. MacCausland
Felicia A. Manni-Paquette, Esq., Azzinaro, Manni-Paquette
Shawn M. Masterson, Esq., Shapiro Dorry Masterson LLC
Cristine L. McBurney, Esq., McBurney Law Services
Lori J. Norris, Esq., Law Office of Lori J. Norris
Janne Reisch, Esq., Janne Reisch, Attorney at Law

Elderly Pro Bono Program

Joseph P. Carroll, Esq., Woonsocket
Michael J. Chazan, Esq., Merolla, Accetturo & Lough
Peter G. DeSimone, Esq., Wakefield
Michael A. Devane, Esq., Devane & Devane Law Offices
William E. Devane, Esq., Devane & Devane Law Offices
Michael J. Furtado, Esq., Attorney Michael J. Furtado
Charles Greenwood, Esq., Law Offices of Greenwood & Fink
Dianne L. Izzo, Esq., Dianne L. Izzo, Attorney at Law
Doris A. Lavallee, Esq., Lavallee Law Associates
John T. Longo, Esq., Citadel Consumer Litigation, PC
Felicia A. Manni-Paquette, Esq., Azzinaro, Manni-Paquette
Denise Acevedo Perez, Esq., The Law Office of Denise Acevedo Perez
Elizabeth Silberman Phillips, Esq., Hackman and Phillips Elder Law RI LLC
Michael J. Pisaturo, Esq., Law Office of Michael J. Pisaturo PC
Matthew C. Reeber, Esq., Pannone, Lopes, Devereaux & O’Gara, LLC
Gregory P. Sorbello, Esq., Peter M. Iascone & Associates, LTD.
Edythe C. Warren, Esq., Law Office of Edythe C. Warren

US Armed Forces Legal Services Project

Cristina A. Azzinaro Esq., Azzinaro Manni-Paquette
Dianne L. Izzo Esq., Dianne L. Izzo, Attorney at Law

The Bar also thanks the following volunteers for taking cases for the
Foreclosure Prevention Project and for participating in Legal Clinic events
during December and January.

Continued on next page

HONOR ROLL

Volunteers Serving Rhode Islanders’ Legal Needs
The Rhode Island Bar Association applauds the following attorneys for their outstanding pro bono
service through the Bar’s Volunteer Lawyer Program, Elderly Pro Bono Program, US Armed Forces
Legal Services Project, Foreclosure Prevention Project, and Legal Clinics during February 2018 and
March 2018.
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For information and to 

join a Bar pro bono

program, please contact the Bar’s 

Public Services Director Susan Fontaine
at: sfontaine@ribar.com

or 401-421-7758. 

For your convenience, 

Public Services program 

applications may be accessed 

on the Bar’s website at 

ribar.com and completed online. 

Foreclosure Prevention Project

Cristina A. Azzinaro, Esq., 
Azzinaro Manni-Paquette

John A. Beretta, Esq., 
Law Office of John A. Beretta

Andrew M. Cagen, Esq., Providence
Michael A. Castner, Esq., Jamestown
Timothy J. Duggan, Esq., 

Duggan & Gianacoplos, LLC
Phillip C. Koutsogiane, Esq., 

Law Offices of Phillip Koutsogiane
Edward R. McCormick III, Esq., Cranston
Jill M. Santiago, Esq., 

Jill M. Santiago, Attorney at Law
Gregory P. Sorbello, Esq., 

Peter M. Iascone & Associates, LTD
Paul F. Waldman, Esq., Providence

Legal Clinic

Tara R. Cancel, Esq., Cranston
Joseph M. Proietta, Esq., Providence
David J. Strachman, Esq., McIntyre Tate LLP

Founded in 1958, the Rhode Island Bar Foundation is the non-profit 

philanthropic arm of the state’s legal profession. Its mission is to foster

and maintain the honor and integrity of the legal profession and to study,

improve and facilitate the administration of justice. The Foundation 

receives support from members of the Bar, other foundations, and from

honorary and memorial contributions.

Today, more than ever, the Foundation faces great challenges in funding 

its good works, particularly those that help low-income and disadvantaged

people achieve justice. Given this, the Foundation needs your support and

invites you to complete and mail this form, with your contribution to the

Rhode Island Bar Foundation.

Help Our Bar Foundation Help Others

RHODE ISLAND BAR FOUNDATION GIFT

PLEASE PRINT

My enclosed gift in the amount of $ ____________________________

Please accept this gift in my name

or

In Memory of ________________________________________________________________________

or

In Honor of _________________________________________________________________________

Your Name(s) _______________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip _______________________________________________________________________

Phone (in case of questions) ______________________________________________________

Email: ________________________________________________________________________________

Please mail this form and your contribution to:

Rhode Island Bar Foundation

41 Sharpe Drive

Cranston, RI 02920

Questions? Please contact Virginia Caldwell at 421-6541

or gcaldwell@ribar.com

Rhode Island 
Bar Foundation
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Jeffrey C. Ankrom, Esq.
Locke Lord, LLP

Michael J. Colucci, Esq.
Olenn & Penza, LLP

Richard P. D’Addario, Esq.
Law Offices of Richard 
P. D’Addario

Michael A. DiLauro, Esq.
Office of the Public Defender

Deborah S. Gonzalez, Esq.
Roger Williams University
School of Law

Lise M. Iwon, Esq.
Laurence & Iwon

Bruce I. Kogan, Esq.
Roger Williams University
School of Law

Anthony R. Leone, Esq.
Leone Law LLC

Valerie Leon, Esq.,
Attorney at Law

Kristen Sloan Maccini, Esq.
Jamestown, Rhode Island

Barbara L. Margolis, Esq.
Office of Disciplinary
Counsel

Lynne M. Radiches, Esq.
Rhode Island Family Court

Linda Rekas Sloan, Esq.
Fidelity National Title Group

Thomas C. Plunkett, Esq.
Kiernan, Plunkett & Redihan

Miriam A. Ross, Esq.
The Law Offices of Miriam
A. Ross

Jill S. Votta, Esq.
Greenville, Rhode Island

Michael Zabelin, Esq.
Rhode Island Legal Services,
Inc.

Cecily Kerr Ziegler, Esq.
Dorcas International
Institute of Rhode Island 

Thanks to Our 
CLE Speakers    
The success of the Rhode Island 

Bar Association’s Continuing Legal

Education (CLE) programming relies on dedicated Bar

members who volunteer hundreds of hours to prepare

and present seminars every year. Their generous efforts

and willingness to share their experience and expertise

helps to make CLE programming relevant and practical

for our Bar members. We recognize the professionalism

and dedication of all CLE speakers and thank them for

their contributions.

Below is a list of the Bar members who have participated

in CLE seminars during the months of March and April.

Attorneys Harry and Jennifer
Hoopis, a father-daughter attor-
ney team, and both members 
of the Lawyer Referral Service,
enthusiastically support the 
program. For over twenty years,
we have both participated in the
Rhode Island Bar Associa tion
Lawyer Referral Service. It has
been a pleasure to connect with
clients through the assistance of
the LRS staff. The reward of 
participation has been two-fold.
First, our client base has expanded
and positively impacted our pres-
ence in the community. Second,
we feel great being part of the
LRS which helps people find
attorneys when they don’t know
who to turn to for legal advice
and representation.

Membership in the Rhode Island Bar Association’s
Lawyer Referral Service (LRS) is an excellent and
inexpensive way to increase your client base and 
visibility within the community while expanding 
public access to legal representation. Optional special
LRS projects include: Ask A Lawyer providing live,
television studio lawyer panels in partnership with
Channel 10; Senior Citizen Center Clinics through-
out the year and the state; Reduced Fee Program
offered to qualifying clients; and the Arts Panel for
local artists’ legal needs all offer unique opportuni-
ties for increasing your business while you provide
an important public service to your community.  

Applications and more detailed program informa-
tion and qualifications may be found on our website
ribar.com in the Members Only section. You may
also request information by contacting Public
Services Director Susan Fontaine at 401-421-7799
or email sfontaine@ribar.com.

Good Business
for Good Lawyers
Expand Your Client Base with the
Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service!
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Books   $ __________________________________

Shipping/Handling   $ __________________________________

Sub-Total   $ __________________________________

7% R.I. Sales Tax   $ __________________________________

Total   $ __________________________________

NAME 

FIRM or AGENCY

MAILING ADDRESS (Cannot be a P.O. Box)

CITY & STATE

ZIP PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS 

BAR ID # 

 Check enclosed (made payable to RIBA /CLE)
     Please do not staple checks.

 MasterCard    VISA AMEX Discover

     Exp. Date _____________________________________

Card No.__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mail entire page to: CLE Publications
Rhode Island Bar Association
41 Sharpe Drive
Cranston, RI 02920

OFFICE USE ONLY

Check No. ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Date Rec’d ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Amount __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date Sent ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Choose
Title                                                                       Book #    Price   Book  USB    Qty.    TotalCLE Publications

Order Form

D
et

ac
h 

H
er

e

    Publication    Shipping and
         Total         Handling Cost
      Up to $45               $6
   $45.01- $75             $9
   $75.01- $100           $12
     $100.01+              $15

Please allow 2-3 weeks for 
delivery. All books are sent 
by FedEx Ground.

Commercial Law 2017: Update                       CL-17    $40

QDRO Practice in RI from A-Z                        09-13    $40

NEW! Preventing & Avoiding Wiring Funds   18-02    $50
to a Hacker

Billing Clients                                               13-02    $25

NEW! Workers’ Comp. Practice in RI             18-01    $70

NEW! Civil Law Practice in RI Superior          18-04    $60
Court (available after 5/9/18)

Criminal Law Practice in RI                            17-03    $70

Residential Real Estate Closings in RI             17-02    $70

Domestic Relations Practice                           16-07    $70

Basic Commercial & Real Estate Loan            12-02    $55
Documentation

Civil Practice in District Court                        12-01    $40

Portability                                                      13-05    $35

Landlord/Tenant Handbook                            16-04    $15

RI Real Estate Liens: A Field Guide                 14-02    $25

RI Title Standards Handbook                          TS-18    $45

Recent Developments in the Law 2017            RD-17    $55

2017 DUI Law & Hardship Licenses                17-01    $40

How to Try a DUI/Refusal Case                      16-05    $45

Civil Law Practice: The Basics                        14-06    $35

Auto Accident Reconstruction                         13-01    $35

Model Civil Jury Instructions                          03-02 $49.95

RI Law of Workers’ Compensation                 WC-12    $40

Law Practice Management

Real Estate

Probate/Elder Law

Family Law

Trial Practice 

Business

Practical Skills
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RI Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Seminars

May 3               The Ethics of It All: Billing Clients,
Thursday          Attorney Fees and Collections
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 ethics 
                        Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

May 9               Civil Law Practice in Rhode Island Superior
Wednesday        Court – A Practical Skills Series Seminar
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        9:00 a.m – 3:00 p.m., 4.0 credits + 1.0 ethics

May 15             Changes to CMS Enforcement of the
Tuesday             Medicare Secondary Payer Act: 
                        How Those Changes Will Impact Your

Liability or No Fault Settlement
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        4:00 p.m – 7:00 p.m., 2.5 credits + 0.5 ethics
                        Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

May 16             How to Help Your Business Clients Avoid 
Wednesday        Employment Law Liability
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m., 2.0 credits

May 17             Social Host Liability in Rhode Island
Thursday          RI Law Center, Cranston
                        12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m., 1.0 credit
                        Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

May 22             The Trust Planning Playbook: Understanding
Tuesday             and Using Trusts in Estate Planning
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        4:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m., 2.5 credits + .5 ethics
                        Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

May 24             Creating a Better Law Office: 
Thursday          Best Practices for a New Practice
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        4:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m., 3.0 credits

May 31             The Attorney/Sports Agent
Thursday          RI Law Center, Cranston
                        3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m., 1.5 credits + .5 ethics
                        Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

Register online at the Bar’s website ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION o  n the left side menu 
or telephone 401-421-5740. All dates and times are subject to change.

June 7               Legal Ethics of Abusing Social Media 
Thursday          and Responding to Online Critics
                        RI Law Center, Cranston
                        12:45 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. 1.0 ethics
                        Also available as a LIVE WEBCAST!

Times and dates subject to change. 
For updated information go to ribar.com

NOTE: You must register online for live webcasts.

RHODE ISLAND LAW CENTER LOCATION

The Rhode Island Law Center is located at 
41 Sharpe Drive in Cranston, Rhode Island.
Continuing Legal Education Telephone: 401-421-5740.

Reminder: Bar members may complete CLE credits through participation in online CLE seminars. To register for an online
seminar, go to the Bar’s website: ribar.com and click on CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION on the left side menu.

— SAVE THE DATE —

2018 Annual Me    eting

June 21 & 22, 2018

RI Convention Center, Providence
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Proposed Practice Form 14 
Open for Bar Member Review and Comment

The Rhode Island Bar Association’s Title Standards and Practices Committee, chaired by Michael B. Mellion, Esq., at their meeting on February 15, 2018 
voted unanimously to submit the following Proposed Practice Form 14 to the Rhode Island Bar Association’s Executive Committee for its consideration.

Bar members are invited to comment on these proposed changes, no later than June 1, 2018, by contacting Rhode Island Bar Association Executive Director
Helen Desmond McDonald by postal mail: 41 Sharpe Drive, Cranston, RI 02920 or email: hmcdonald@ribar.com.

PROPOSED FORM 14
COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE MORTGAGE 

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND                                           SUPERIOR COURT
PROVIDENCE, Sc.

Plaintiff

v.                                                                               C.A. No.: 

Defendant

COMPLAINT TO FORECLOSE MORTGAGE

Plaintiff, (the “Plaintiff”), is the holder of a mortgage encumbering
real property located at , Rhode Island (the “Property”). Plaintiff
brings this action seeking to judicially foreclose its mortgage on the Property
pursuant to R.I.G.L. § 34-27-1, which provides as follows: “Any person entitled 
to foreclose the equity of redemption in any mortgaged estate, whether real or
personal, may prefer a complaint to foreclose it, which complaint may be heard,
tried and determined according to the usages in chancery and the principles 
of equity.”

JURISDICTION

1.   This action is being brought pursuant to the provisions of R.I.G.L. § 34-27-1
and Rule 57 of the Superior Court Rules of Civil Procedure.

2.   Pursuant to R.I.G.L. § 8-2-13, the Superior Court has exclusive original juris-
diction over suits and proceedings brought in equity.

3.   Under R.I.G.L. § 9-30-1 et seq., the Superior Court is empowered to grant
declaratory judgment.

4.   Therefore, this Honorable Court has jurisdiction over this matter and has the
power and authority to order foreclosure of the mortgage on the Property.

PARTIES

5.   Plaintiff is a with a principal place of business at .

6.   Defendant is, upon information and belief, a Rhode Island resident
with a last known address of , Rhode Island.

[If others:]
Defendant is, upon information and belief, a with a last known
address of , Rhode Island, and is the holder of a [describe instrument
and position in chain of title] as reflected in the Report on Title noted below.

FACTS

7.    On the Defendant acquired title to the Property via a
Deed (“the Deed”). The Deed was recorded on in the land

evidence records for the City/Town of in Book , Page . A
true and accurate copy of the Deed is attached as Exhibit A.

8.   On , the Defendant executed a $ promissory note (the “Note”)
in favor of (the “Mortgagee”). A true and accurate copy of the Note is
attached as Exhibit B.

9.   As security for the Note, the Defendant granted a mortgage (the “Mortgage”)
on the Property to the Mortgagee. The Mortgage was recorded in the land

evidence records for the City/Town of in Book , Page . 
A true and accurate copy of the Mortgage is attached as Exhibit C.

10.  On , the Mortgagee assigned the Mortgage and the Note to the
Plaintiff. The assignment of the Mortgage was recorded on in the
land evidence records for the City/Town of in Book , Page

(the “Assignment”). A true and accurate copy of the Assignment is
attached as Exhibit D.

11.  On the Defendant was notified that he/she failed to make timely
payments due under the terms of the Note and/or the Mortgage. A true and
accurate copy of the notice is attached as Exhibit E. [If evidence of receipt
is available, attach with Exhibit E and include the following language: “which
was received by the Defendant as evidenced by the return receipt attached
to Exhibit E.”]

12.  On notice of acceleration was provided to the Defendant. A true
and accurate copy of the notice is attached as Exhibit F. [if evidence of
receipt is available, attach with Exhibit F and include the following language:
“which was received by Defendant as evidenced by the return receipt
attached to Exhibit F.”]

13.  At present, the mortgage loan evidenced by the Note and secured by the
Mortgage remains delinquent and in default.

14.  All conditions precedent to the acceleration of the Mortgage and the Note
and to foreclosure under the Mortgage have been fulfilled or have occurred.

15.  The status of the title to the Property is reflected in the Report on Title
attached hereto as Exhibit G.

[FOR OWNER OCCUPIED ONE TO FOUR FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, ADD THIS PARAGRAPH]

16.  Attached hereto is a NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF LOSS MITIGATION AND
MEDIATION PROGRAMS which evidences the Plaintiff’s willingness to consid-
er the Defendant’s eligibility for foreclosure alternatives, including modifica-
tion of the mortgage loan, and/or to participate in mediation.

COUNT I

17.  Plaintiff restates allegations 1 through 15 [or 1-16 if paragraph 16 is used] 
as if fully set forth herein.

18.  Plaintiff seeks to exercise its right under R.I.G.L. § 34-27-1 to judicially fore-
close the Mortgage through the entry of a judicial decree authorizing the
Plaintiff to notice and conduct a foreclosure sale in accordance with the
statutory power of sale as set forth in R.I.G.L. § 34-27-4 and R.I.G.L. § 34-
11-22, and with any other requirements that this Court deems appropriate
and equitable.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Court:

1.    Issue an Order declaring that Plaintiff is the owner and holder of the
Mortgage.

[If the Mortgage is a first lien on the Property]
2.   Issue an Order declaring the Mortgage constitutes a valid, binding and

enforceable first lien against the Property, prior and superior to all other
liens held by any other person or entity whatsoever, all as reflected in the
Report on Title attached as Exhibit G.
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[If the Mortgage is not a first lien on the Property]
2.   Issue an Order declaring the Mortgage constitutes a valid, binding and

enforceable lien against the Property, subject only to those
liens held by the persons or entities reflected in the Report on Title attached
as Exhibit G.

3.   Issue an Order allowing the Plaintiff, its successors and/or assigns, to fore-
close the Mortgage on the Property by following the procedure for statutory
power of sale as set forth in R.I.G.L. § 34-27-4 and R.I.G.L. § 34-11-22, and
with any other requirements that this Court deems appropriate and equitable.

4.   Issue an Order setting forth the specific terms by which the Defendant may
redeem the Property prior to the foreclosure sale. 

5.   Issue an Order requiring the Plaintiff, its successors and/or assigns, to file 
a report of sale for confirmation by the Court.

6.   Issue an Order allowing the proceeds of the foreclosure sale to be applied
first to satisfy the indebtedness of the Defendant to the Plaintiff. 

7.    Issue an Order requiring surplus proceeds, if any, over and above the indebt-
edness to the Plaintiff and expenses of the sale received by reason of the
foreclosure sale, be deposited into the registry of this Honorable Court.

8.   Issue an Order or Judgment declaring that the Plaintiff conducted the fore-
closure of the Mortgage in all respects in compliance with the Order of this
Honorable Court, that the foreclosure sale extinguished the Defendant’s
equity of redemption, and that the title to the Property is forever quieted in
the name of the purchaser at the foreclosure sale.

9.   Grant the Plaintiff such additional legal and equitable relief that the Court
deems just and appropriate.

                                                    Plaintiff
                                                    By Its Attorney
                                                    /s/                                                    
Dated:                                                                                               , Esq. #

FOR OWNER OCCUPIED ONE TO FOUR FAMILY 
RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND                                           SUPERIOR COURT
PROVIDENCE, Sc.

Plaintiff

v.                                                                               C.A. No.: 

Defendant

NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY
OF LOSS MITIGATION AND MEDIATION PROGRAMS

Consistent with the equitable nature of this judicial foreclosure proceeding
brought by (the “Plaintiff”) pursuant to R.I. Gen. Laws §
34-27-1, Plaintiff hereby gives notice to the Court and to
(the “Defendant”) of the Plaintiff’s preparedness to consider the Defendant’s eli-
gibility for foreclosure alternatives, including modification of the mortgage loan,
and/or to participate in mediation.

To allow Defendant an opportunity to respond, Plaintiff shall forbear from 
proceeding with a motion for entry of default judgment and order to conduct 
a foreclosure sale for a period of sixty (60) days from the date the Complaint, with
this Notice attached, is served upon Defendant. Further forbearance to allow 
the parties sufficient time to explore the Defendant’s eligibility for loss mitigation
options or to engage in mediation will be considered if the Defendant appears 
in this action at any time prior to the entry of an order authorizing foreclosure 
of the mortgage on the Property. If the Defendant is prepared to participate in
either loss mitigation or mediation, Plaintiff requests that the Defendant notify
the Court in writing as soon as possible, but no later than sixty (60) days from
the date the Complaint with this Notice attached is served upon Defendant.

LOSS MITIGATION

Government-sponsored and/or private loss mitigation services are available to
allow Defendant to either retain the Property or avoid foreclosure. Some loss
mitigation outcomes result in the borrower’s retention of the Property, such as
when lender and borrower enter into a loan modification. Other outcomes, such
as deed-in-lieu of foreclosure or short sales, while resulting in the Defendant’s
loss of the Property, may avoid the negative consequences a completed foreclo-
sure may have on the borrower.

The Defendant is urged to consult a tax professional before agreeing to either of
these non-retention options. To determine eligibility, the Defendant must submit
a complete application for loss mitigation to Plaintiff’s undersigned counsel. 
A completed application includes, without limitation, copies of the required 
number of pay stubs, bank statements, government award letters, income 
tax returns, and other documents to substantiate the income and expenses 
disclosed in the application. The submittal of a completed application is no
guarantee of eligibility.

MEDIATION

Mediation offers a mechanism for resolving the parties’ issues in a manner 
that is less formal and more expedient than the court process. If the parties 
do no reach a mutually acceptable resolution of the case in mediation, they can
resume the court process and litigate. Typically, the parties attempt to agree 
on the selection of a mediator or to ask the Court to assist in the selection of a
mediator. Mediators are typically paid on an hourly basis with each side splitting
the cumulative fees and expenses of the mediator. Discussions had before the
mediator and outside the presence of the Court are confidential and may not be
used against the other party should formal litigation resume.

PLEASE NOTE THAT NOTHING IN THIS NOTICE IS MEANT TO INFER OR SHOULD BE
DEEMED TO CREATE ANY OBLIGATION WHATSO EVER IN THE DEFENDANT TO PAR-
TICIPATE IN LOSS MITIGATION OR MEDIATION. RATHER, THIS NOTICE IS MEANT TO
INFORM THE COURT AND THE DEFENDANT OF THE PLAINTIFF’S WILLINGNESS TO
ENGAGE IN EITHER PROCESS, SHOULD THE DEFENDANT APPEAR IN THE ACTION AT
PRIOR TO THE ENTRY OF AN ORDER AUTHORIZING FORECLOSURE OF THE MORTGAGE
ON THE PROPERTY IN THIS ACTION OR AS MAY OTHERWISE BE REQUIRED BY LAW.

                                                    Plaintiff
                                                    By Its Attorney
                                                    /s/Dated                                            
                                                                                                        , Esq. #

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on I filed this document through the
electronic filing system. The document electronically filed is available for view-
ing and/or downloading from the Rhode Island Judiciary’s Electronic Filing
System. Additionally, on said date, I mailed the foregoing document to the
opposing party at the following address by both certified and regular first class
mail, postage prepaid.

                                                    /s/                                                    
                                                                                                        , Esq. #

History: This Form was approved by the Title Standards and Practices
Committee on February 15, 2018 and by the Executive Committee of the Rhode
Island Bar Association on . Use of Approved Forms is suggest-
ed, but substantively equivalent forms are acceptable. 
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In Memoriam

Ferdinand A. Bruno, Esq.
Ferdinand “Fred” Bruno, 88, passed away
January 21, 2018. Fred graduated from
Colt Memorial High, Providence College,
and completed a Georgetown law degree
in two years. He entered the Army the day
after being sworn in as a lawyer. At 27,
Fred was elected probate judge in Bristol,
one of the youngest ever in the state.
Eventually he stepped down to practice
civil law in Providence and Bristol. Later
in his career he specialized in wills and
estates, working well into his eighties. Fred
was one of the original trustees at Roger
Williams University School of Law, where
he also taught. He was a devoted member
and past president of the Bristol Rotary
Club—and their longest-running member.
Through Rotary, he became an advocate
for organ donation. He is survived by 
his wife of 34 years, Joan Bruno, his
daughters, Marie MacLellan, Judith Bruno,
Ellen Bruno, and Kristen McClusky, three
sons-in-law, six grandchildren, and step-
sons, William and Christopher Newton. 

Hon. William C. Clifton
Associate Judge of the Rhode Island
District Court William C. Clifton, Sr., 
75, passed away on March 25, 2018. Born
in San Antonio, TX, he graduated from
California State University at Los Angeles
and UCLA Law school. Judge Clifton
worked as a staff attorney for Clark
County Nevada (Las Vegas) Legal Services
before moving to RI to become its first
African American Special Assistant RI
Attorney General. He went on to serve as
Legal Counsel to the RI Commissioner of
Education before co-establishing the law
firm of Stone, Clifton & Clifton, and later,
William Clifton and Associates. He also
served as legal counsel for the Public
Utilities Commission, Hearing Officer for
the State Department of Environmental
Management, and Asst. City Solicitor for
Cranston, RI. Judge Clifton was the con-
summate jurist, admired for his intellectual
acumen and judicial temperament, and
respected by colleagues, court personnel,
lawyers, and litigants. He served on numer -
ous boards and committees including RI
Employers’ Committee for the Support 
of the Guard and Reserves, Providence

2017 Kent County Bar Association 
Award Winners Honored

l-r: John Lynch, Esq., KCBA Board Member; Patrick Sullivan, Esq., KCBA Board Member;
Hon. Philip Noel; Kathleen Wyllie, Esq.; Timothy Morgan, Esq., KCBA Board Member;
Krista Schmidt, Esq., KCBA Board Member; John Sullivan, Kent County Sheriffs; Geralyn
Cook, Esq., KCBA Vice President; Gregory S. Inman, Esq., KCBA President.

At the Kent County Bar Association’s year-end gathering for the year 2017, the following
awards were announced: Court Employee of the Year, Paul Nadeau; Lawyer of the Year
Award, Kathleen Wyllie, Esq.; and John D. Lynch Lawyer Lifetime Achievement Award,
Hon. Philip W. Noel.

PELLCORP INVESTIGATIVE GROUP, LLC

Private Investigations

Edward F. Pelletier III, CEO

(401) 965-9745
www.pellcorpinvestigativegroup.com
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If you have not yet signed up as a member of a 2018-2019 Rhode Island Bar
Association Committee, please do so today. Bar Committee membership runs from
July 1st to June 30th. 

Even Bar members who served on Bar Committees this year must reaffirm their
interest for the coming year, as Committee membership does not automatically
carry over from one Bar year to the next. Bar members may complete a
Committee registration form online or download and return a form to the Bar. Please
join no more than three committees. 

To sign up for a 2018-2019 Bar Committee, go to the Bar’s website at ribar.com
and go to the MEMBERS LOGIN. After LOGIN, click on the BAR COMMITTEE 
SIGN-UP link.

As an alternative, you may download the Bar Committee Application form appearing
above the button and mail or fax it to the Bar Association. Please only use one
method to register to avoid duplication. If you have any questions concerning 
membership or the sign-up process, please contact the Bar’s Member Services
Coordinator Erin Bracken at (401) 421-5740.

Sign Up For Your 2018-2019 
Bar Committee Membership Today!

JOSEPH A. KEOUGH
Retired Magistrate Judge /

Rhode Island Superior Court

Is Now Available For

Mediation & Arbitration Services
Torts, Business Disputes, Domestic Matters

41 Mendon Avenue, Pawtucket, RI 02861

(401) 724-3600  jakemast235@aol.com

Alternate Dispute Resolution

Sale of Real Estate (Buyers & Sellers)
Probate & Divorce Residential Sales
Over 25 years legal experience

View my Portfolio of Sales & Client Reviews at
www.oceanroadsrealty.com

Marie Theriault, Esquire, Broker/Owner

238 Robinson Street, Ste. 4, South Kingstown, RI 02879
oceanroadsrealty@gmail.com     401-447-4148

Branch NAACP presidency, RI Committee
for the Humanities, Beacon Mutual
Insurance Company, Trinity Repertory
Company Public Trustee, RI Supreme
Court Committee on Character and
Fitness, Paul Cuffee School, and Institute
for the Study and Practice of Nonviolence.
Judge Thompson is survived by his wife 
of 38 years, Ojetta Rogeriee Thompson,
Judge on the US First Circuit Court of
Appeals; his loving children, Reza, William
Jr., and Sarah; his older brother, Jay Clifton,
retired US Foreign Service Officer, and his
wife Michele; his younger brother, Edward
Clifton, retired RI Superior Court Judge,
and his wife, Audrey; his sister, Mary
Kathryn Johnson, retired educator; and 
his sister-in-law, M. LaVonne Thompson,
retired Assistant Attorney General, USVI.
He was predeceased by his parents, Junior
C. Clifton and Willie C. Clifton. He also
leaves behind numerous nieces, nephews,
cousins, and friends.

Richard N. Morneau, Esq.
Richard N. Morneau, 68, passed away 
on February 10, 2018. Born in Springfield,
MA, Richard was a graduate of Babson
College (1970) and Suffolk Law School
(1973). He served in the Marine Corps
Reserve from 1969-1975. In his lifetime, 
he was a member of the Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, Pawtucket and American
Bar Associations. He was a member of 
the American Sons of Italy, Renaissance –
Alliance Lodge 1966 and Trout Unlimited.
Dick’s practice of law began at the
Providence law firm of DeSano &
Thibodeau in 1973. Together with John 
A. Murphy and John B. Murphy, he 
commenced the partnership of Morneau 
& Murphy in 1992 with offices in both
Providence and Jamestown. He was a
founder and director of the Rhode Island
Conveyancers Association, a member 
of the Rhode Island Bar Association
Committee on Banks and Trusts, and the
ABA Committee on Credit Unions. He fre-
quently presented CLE seminars and con-
tributed articles on real estate issues. Dick
was a mentor to numerous young attorneys
and was always available for helping with
real estate and business issues. He is sur-
vived by his loving wife Janice A. Morneau
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Casemaker Tip: Downloading Documents
Of course, you can access Casemaker from anywhere in the world with internet
access – but sometimes you may find you need to download a copy of a case.
Casemaker allows you to do just that.

While reading a case in Casemaker you will notice a set of icons on the far right
in the gray toolbar area – a printer, an envelope, a folder and a floppy disk. Click
on the floppy disk icon. After you click on the floppy disk icon you will see a 
pop up offering you a number of options. You can select various formats for the 
document such as Word or PDF and how many columns per a page. You can
also attach any notes you have made and including treatment, citing references
and highlighting. Once you have selected the options you want – just click
download. The document will save on your computer or laptop. Now you can
access the case – no internet required.

A free member service to all Rhode Island Bar Association attorneys, Casemaker’s
24 hour a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, online legal research improves
lawyers’ ability to stay current with the law and provides cost effective client
service.

To access Rhode Island Casemaker, connect to the Rhode Island Bar Association
website at ribar.com. 

Interested in Writing 
an Article for the

Rhode Island Bar Journal?

The Bar Association is always looking for

well-written, thought-provoking, topical

submissions for publication consideration

in the Bar Journal. And, what better way

to enhance your professional standing

than through an article published in the

Rhode Island Bar Journal and seen by 

its over 6,500 lawyers, judges and news

media editors? To find out how you may

have an article considered for Bar Journal

publication, and related Mandatory

Continuing Legal Education credit, please

contact Rhode Island Bar Journal Editor

and Rhode Island Bar Association Director

of Communications Kathleen Bridge at

401-421-5740 or email

kbridge@ribar.com.
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Want a qualifed, expert
business valuation?

Count on us.

Call us today to learn how our qualified business valuators have helped clients with:

• Mergers/acquisitions • Divorce asset allocation

• Business purchase/sale • Adequacy of insurance

• Succession planning or • Litigation support

buy/sell agreements • Financing

• Estate and gift taxes • Mediation and arbitration

William J. Piccerelli, CPA, CVA � John M. Mathias, CPA, CVA � Kevin Papa, CPA, CVA

144 Westminster Street, Providence, RI 02903 � 401-831-0200 � pgco.com

          

Call us at 401.274.7400 or visit us online at M-N-Law.com

�e Rhode Island Supreme Court licenses lawyers in the general practice of law.
�e court does not license or certify any lawyer as an expert or specialist in any �eld of practice.

Since 1999 

PERSONAL INJURY
Helping the injured. 

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Serving clients and their families.

SOCIAL SECURITY 
DISABILITY
Obtaining personal, economic 
and social justice.

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE     

WAKEFIELD      

WARWICK     

WOONSOCKET

MASSACHUSETTS

LAWRENCE        

QUINCY

CONNECTICUT

NEW LONDON

AMONG THE TOP 5% OF RHODE ISLAND ATTORNEYS

Joseph P. Marasco
Donna M. Nesselbush
 Jennifer L. Belanger
 Anthony S. Buglio
 Valerie E. Diaz
 Jane R. Duket
 Mark H. Grimm
 Ryan P. Kelley
 Mariam A. Lavoie
 Timothy P. Lynch
 Thomas L. Moran
 Philip M. Weinstein
 Chace Wessling
 Noah Zimmerman

In Memoriam (cont.)

from Pawtucket, his son Geoffrey
R. Morneau and daughter-in-law
Kim A. Morneau of Providence, his
daughter Lindsay K. Sauvageau and
son-in-law Kevin Sauvageau. He is
also survived by his grandson, and
best friend, Wesley J. Morneau of
Providence, as well as his sister
Margaret Ravanesi of Duxbury,
MA and her family, and his brother
Charles Morneau from Lincoln,
MA and his family.

Stephen J. Reid, Jr. Esq. 
Stephen J. Reid, Jr., 66, passed 
away on January 23, 2018 in Hilton
Head Island, SC. He was born in
Cambridge, MA on January 3, 1952
to Eleanor L. Reid and the late
Stephen J. Reid, Sr. An outstanding
athlete at Billerica Memorial High
School in Billerica, MA, he accepted
a basketball scholarship from
Boston College where he continued
to excel as a student and played cen-
ter for the Eagles. Upon graduating
from Boston College summa cum
laude, Steve went on to attend law
school at Temple University where
he earned his J.D. degree. Steve was
admitted to practice in Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, US District Court,
US Court of Appeals, and the US
Supreme Court. He began his law
practice in Boston with Riemer &
Braunstein. Steve then went on to
practice in Rhode Island with Powers
and McAndrew. In 1989 Steve
joined Blish and Cavanaugh LLP
where he was a partner in the firm
until his retirement in 2015. He was
a member of the Potowomut Golf
Club, where he had served as
President of the Board. He was also
a member of the Haig Point Club
and the Golf Club at Indigo Run in
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina.
He is survived by two sons, Jonathan
and his wife Maria and Jeffrey and
his partner Erin. Steve was the
beloved husband of US District
Court Judge (ret.) Mary Lisi. He
also leaves his mother and sister
Linda Reid.
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Confidential and free help, information, assessment and referral for personal challenges are

available now for Rhode Island Bar Association members and their families. This no-cost

assistance is available through the Bar’s contract with Coastline Employee Assistance
Program (EAP) and through the members of the Bar Association’s Lawyers Helping Lawyers

(LHL) Committee. To discuss your concerns, or those you may have about a colleague, 

you may contact a LHL member, or go directly to professionals at Coastline EAP who provide

confidential consultation for a wide range of personal concerns including but not limited to:

balancing work and family, depression, anxiety, domestic violence, childcare, eldercare, grief,

career satisfaction, alcohol and substance abuse, and problem gambling. 

When contacting Coastline EAP, please identify yourself as a Rhode Island Bar Association

member or family member. A Coastline EAP Consultant will briefly discuss your concerns 

to determine if your situation needs immediate attention. If not, initial appointments 

are made within 24 to 48 hours at a location convenient to you. Or, visit our website at

coastlineeap.com (company name login is “RIBAR”). Please contact Coastline EAP

by telephone: 401-732-9444 or toll-free: 1-800-445-1195.

Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee members choose this volunteer assignment because
they understand the issues and want to help you find answers and appropriate courses of
action. Committee members listen to your concerns, share their experiences, offer advice
and support, and keep all information completely confidential.

Please contact us for strictly confidential, free, peer and professional assistance with
any personal challenges.

Lawyers Helping Lawyers Committee Members Protect Your Privacy

Brian  Adae, Esq.                          (401) 831-3150
Neville J. Bedford, Esq.                (401) 348-6723
Candace M. Brown Casey, Esq.     (401) 453-1500
David M. Campanella, Esq.           (401) 273-0200
David P. Craven, Esq.                     (401) 490-0109
Susan Leach DeBlasio, Esq.          (401) 274-7200 
Misty Delgado, Esq.                      (401) 572-1464
Sonja L. Deyoe, Esq.                    (401) 256-8857
Kathleen G. Di Muro, Esq.              (401) 944-3110 
Christy B. Durant, Esq.                  (401) 272-5300
Brian D. Fogarty, Esq.                   (401) 821-9945 
Janet Gilligan, Esq.               (401) 274-2652 x126
Brian G. Goldstein, Esq.                (401) 921-3443
Barbara E. Grady, Esq.                  (401) 351-4800 
Stephen P. Levesque, Esq.            (401) 490-4900 
Nicholas Trott Long, Esq. 
(Chairperson)                                   (401) 351-5070 
Cynthia E. MacCausland, Esq.       (617) 284-3804
Genevieve M. Martin, Esq.            (401) 595-3024
Joseph R. Miller, Esq.                   (401) 454-5000 
Robert A. Millerick, Esq.                (401) 862-4643
Henry S. Monti, Esq.                     (401) 467-2300 
Susan Antonio Pacheco, Esq.         (401) 435-9111 
Janne Reisch, Esq.                       (401) 601-5272
Roger C. Ross, Esq.                       (401) 723-1122 
Adrienne G. Southgate, Esq.          (401) 301-7823
Elizabeth Stone, Esq.                    (401) 327-4556
Mary Eva Tudino, Esq.                  (401) 458-5093
Judith G. Hoffman,                                732-9444
LICSW, CEAP, Coastline EAP               or 800-445-1195 

Do you or your family need help with any personal challenges?
We provide free, confidential assistance to Bar members and their families.

SOLACE, an acronym for Support 
of Lawyers, All Concern Encouraged, 
is a new Rhode Island Bar Association
program allowing Bar members to reach
out, in a meaningful and compassionate
way, to their colleagues. SOLACE com-
munications are through voluntary participation in an email-
based network through which Bar members may ask for help, 
or volunteer to assist others, with medical or other matters.

Issues addressed through SOLACE may range from a need for
information about, and assistance with, major medical problems, 
to recovery from an office fire and from the need for temporary
professional space, to help for an out-of-state family member. 

The program is quite simple, but the effects are significant. 
Bar members notify the Bar Association when they need help, or
learn of another Bar member with a need, or if they have some-
thing to share or donate. Requests for, or offers of, help are
screened and then directed through the SOLACE volunteer email

network where members may then
respond. On a related note, members
using SOLACE may request, and be
assured of, anonymity for any requests 
for, or offers of, help. 

To sign-up for SOLACE, please go 
to the Bar’s website at ribar.com, login to the Members Only
section, scroll down the menu, click on the SOLACE Program
Sign-Up, and follow the prompts. Signing up includes your name
and email address on the Bar’s SOLACE network. As our network
grows, there will be increased opportunities to help and be helped
by your colleagues. And, the SOLACE email list also keeps you
informed of what Rhode Island Bar Association members are doing
for each other in times of need. These communications provide a
reminder that if you have a need, help is only an email away. If you
need help, or know another Bar member who does, please contact
Executive Director Helen McDonald at hmcdonald@ribar.com or
401.421.5740.

SOLACE
Helping Bar Members 
in Times of Need
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• Abuse and neglect

• Pressure and bed sores

• Resident falls

• Bed rail strangulation

• Dehydration and malnutrition 
related injuries

• Medication errors

Representing Residents 
Injured in Nursing Homes

1345 Je�erson Boulevard

Warwick, Rhode Island 02886

Tel (401) 921-6684

info@leonelawllc.com

Anthony Leone
Past President of the Rhode Island 

Association for Justice

We practice only US Immigration Law with 15 years experience in

• IRCA. 1-9, no-match advice 
for US employers 

• Foreign Investor, business 
and family visas

• Visas for health care professionals
• Visas for artists and entertainers

Member and past CFL chapter president of the American Immigration
Lawyers Association. BU Law and MPA Harvard Graduate. 

Full resume on my web site www.immigrators.com

Law offices of Joan Mathieu, 248 Waterman Street, Providence, RI 02906 

• Minimizing adverse immigration 
consequences of crimes

• Deportation/removal 
• All areas of immigration law –

referrals welcome

Immigration Lawyer 

Joan Mathieu
Call me if your legal advice may 
affect your clients’ immigration status. 
Protect yourself and your client

401-421-0911

The concept of work. The concept of
what it means to be a lawyer could be
radically changed. A.I. will put pressure
on lawyer billing as clients will expect
less time to be spent on research and
contract review. That is not to say that
these items will not be a part of a
lawyer’s billable practice, but clients will
be seeking out attorneys who use A.I.
in a cost-effective manner. The costs of
these programs may be expensive, so this
may result in even more pressure being
placed upon smaller firms or the solo
practitioner who may not have the
resources to purchase these programs.
Lawyers who do not have access to these
services will be competing with those
who do. In the short run, it may be 
possible for attorneys who do not have
access to as much A.I. as larger firms 
to be able to compete by charging less.
Steve Lohr in his New York Time article
gives an example of a California lawyer,
James Yoon, who purportedly uses Lex
Machina and Ravel Law in intellectual
property cases. According to Lohr, Yoon’s
billing rate was reported to be $400 an
hour in 1999 (not all that bad), while in
2017 his billing rate is $1,100 per hour
(that’s about 175% better). The article
does not report on how much time Yoon
saves using A.I. technologies. Arguably
someone using more old-school legal
research tactics could charge less per
hour, but would there be a significant
increase in the amount of hours using
those tactics? It seems quite probable. 
On the plus side, the general rule with
technology seems to be that costs decline
as technology is perfected, but the latest
A.I. programs with all the bells and whis-
tles will be priced at a premium level. The
bottom line is that all A.I. will continue
to become more and more integrated into
the practice of law. Will lawyers become
more akin to managers, letting the tech-
nology do much of the traditional work,
while using skill and experience to put
the final touches on the case? 

Time. One of the most highly touted
advantages by proponents of A.I. are that
the new technologies save time and are
comprehensive. If so, this can reduce the
number of billable hours a lawyer may
spend on a case. Will that create even
greater competition among firms since,

Artificial Intelligence
continued from page 9
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with work being done quicker, there will
be a greater demand to obtain more
clients to generate more billable hours?
On the flip side, maybe the concept of
billable hours will change to more proj-
ect-based fee structures.

Traditional work week. The whole idea
of the traditional work week may change.
Artificial Intelligence may change the effi-
ciency of attorneys in terms of research
and case preparation that the traditional
ideas of a certain number of hours in a
week is “full-time work” and a total of
hours underneath that certain number of
“part-time” may be changing. The idea
of the availability of benefits and other
rewards of a job being based upon the
number of hours a person is in a building
is becoming archaic. Telecommuting
among government employees at U.S.
Federal departments and agencies is
encouraged and promoted. The concept
that a person’s eligibility for health insur-
ance should be dependent upon how
many hours the person sits at a desk in
an office, a long-entrenched idea in our
culture (at least post World War II era)
could be an anachronism. This is another
concept that is not limited to the legal
profession, but it does seem that the
change will be felt very soon in the legal
profession.

The concept of the practice of law. As 
A.I. becomes more integrated into the
legal profession, we must reconsider
what is the practice of law. If computer
programs are writing briefs, or at least
creating preliminary drafts, is that the
practice of law? Will programs that
incorporate artificial intelligence need to
be licensed by the Bar Association and
the Supreme Court? Are we overthinking
it? The state of technology is probably
not yet at the level where we need to talk
about licensing. But with technologies
that purport to provide online mediation
and write memoranda, how far away are
we from that level where we need to con-
sider licensing of A.I.? Attorney Garcia in
his online seminar opined that laws and
regulations have not been able to keep up
with the technology because of its rapid
change. We, as members of the Rhode
Island Bar Association, will need to
address this issue. 

As lawyers in a profession, we should
not fear the progress represented by 
“A.I.” Artificial Intelligence is not beating

ILIT Trustees Are your insurance policies 
performing as expected?

Call 401.854.3500
We can help.

INTER-GENERATIONAL WEALTH TRANSFER • LIFE INSURANCE

Arlen Corporation
117 Metro Center Blvd., Suite 2006
Warwick, Rhode Island 02886
www.arlencorp.com

39 fantastic workshops include such topics as:

       -  corporate scandals
       -  toxic tort update
       -  sexual harassment
       -  sick and safe law
       -  the opioid crisis
       -  officer involved shootings, and more.

Our Bar’s Annual Meeting traditionally draws over 1500 attendees, and this is one
Meeting you don’t want to miss!

Rhode Island 
Bar Association 
Annual Meeting 

Thursday, June 21
Friday, June 22
Rhode Island Convention Center
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humans when it comes to many legal
skills and tasks. Lohr cites “strategy, 
creativity, judgment and empathy” as
four things that A.I. does not do – yet.23

Microsoft Assistant General Counsel
Dennis Garcia argues artificial intelli-
gence does not equate with emotional
intelligence. A.I. is a tool, and as lawyers
we need to embrace the digital transfor-
mation of law and change the way we 
are working.24 Perhaps A.I. is a tool that
is augmenting, not replacing lawyers. But
maybe we should give artificial intelli-
gence a good look over, with just a bit of
wariness. After all, some A.I. will actually
debate with you! We can’t ignore A.I.,
but we need to know how to utilize it.
We don’t want to be reliant on A.I. to the
point where we are actually losing argu-
ments with our technology. This recalls
another line from the aforementioned
supercomputer HAL in 2001. HAL is 
having a discussion with astronaut Dave
Bowman, after HAL has just locked
Bowman in a small space pod outside 
of the spaceship Discovery. Bowman is 
in a small space vehicle, running out of
air, and desperately trying to get HAL
to open the Pod Bay Doors to the larger
spaceship. After having a brief discussion,
HAL abruptly ends his dialogue by saying
“This conversation can serve no purpose
anymore. Goodbye.”25 Let’s hope as
lawyers we are not having that conver -
sation with our computers in the near
future – or at least, not on the losing end
of that argument!

ENDNOTES
1 (Lexisnexis.com, 2017)
2 (Lohr, 2017)
3 (Daniel Ben-Ari, 2017)
4 (McCarthy, 2007)
5 (Daniel Ben-Ari, 2017)
6 (Lohr, 2017)
7 (Lohr, 2017)
8 (Ross Intelligence, 2017)
9 (Kubrick, 1968)
10 Technically he is the H.A.L. 9000 computer, but
he is HAL to most fans of science fiction cinema.
11 (Kubrick, 1968)
12 (Lohr, 2017)
13 For a video demonstration of Watson construct-
ing a debate by accessing data from Wikipedia no
less, watch this video found at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=7g59PJxbGhY, accessed 
on January 2, 2018. After watching this, we can
certainly question the judgment of taking the top
ten articles from Wikipedia to construct your legal
arguments, but the ability of the technology to
access so much data in so short a time is impressive.
14 (IBM Research, 2018)
15 (Lex Machina, a LexisNexis Company, 2018)
16 (Tyler Technologies, 2017)
17 (BEAGLE, 2017)
18 (Legal Robot, 2017)

Financial Planning
This free, non-credit enrichment workshop discusses how attorneys can create a
financial plan that works for them, while juggling student loans, paying for your
child(ren)’s college tuition, saving for a house, and retirement. Our speaker is Jane
McAuliffe, CDFA of Axis Advisors. This workshop is scheduled for Wednesday, May
23rd from 5:30 – 7:30 p.m. at the RI Law Center. Refreshments will be provided. 
For more information or to register, contact CLE Director Tanya Nieves at
tnieves@ribar.com.

Resume Writing and Interview Skills 
This free, non-credit enrichment workshop aims to equip participants with excellent
resume writing and interview skills that they can utilize to gain employment. Employers
will benefit by obtaining an understanding of what questions to ask and what they
should be looking for in resumes and potential candidates. Our speaker is Marc
Zwetchkenbaum of Marc Z Legal Staffing. This workshop is scheduled for Wednesday,
May 2nd from 5:30 – 7:30 p.m. at the RI Law Center. Refreshments will be provided.
For more information or to register, contact CLE Director Tanya Nieves at
tnieves@ribar.com. 

Space is limited for both workshops, so we ask that you register early to guarantee
your seat. There will be time for networking at the end of both presentations, so bring
your business cards!

Free Non-Credit Enrichment Workshops 
Open to Bar Members
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19 (Legal Robot, 2017)
20 While each website cited herein was accessed
separately, the items cited above were grouped
together and referenced by (Daniel Ben-Ari, 2017).
21 (Ravel Law, 2017)
22 (Daniel Ben-Ari, 2017)
23 (Lohr, 2017)
24 (Lexisnexis.com, 2017)
25 (Kubrick, 1968) In the film, astronaut Bowman
is able to resourcefully find a way to eject himself
from his space pod into the Discovery, after which
he proceeds to dismantle HAL’s memory. Rather
than seeming to be a triumph of man over
machine, however, these scenes leave the viewer
with a sense of loss.
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ences of Superior Court justices relating to direct communications from attorneys,
and between attorneys and the justices’ clerks which is updated yearly. The chart 
is available by clicking MEMBERS ONLY on the home page menu and then clicking
JUDICIAL COMMUNICATIONS.

Rhode Island Probate Court Listing 
and Judicial Communications Survey 
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Advertiser IndexCaption This! Contest

We will post a cartoon in each issue of the Rhode Island 
Bar Journal, and you, the reader, can create the punchline.

How It Works: Readers are asked to  consider what’s
happening in the cartoon and submit clever, original 
captions. Editorial Board staff will review entries, and 
will post their top choices in the following issue of the
Journal, along with a new cartoon to be captioned. 

How to Enter: Submit the caption you think best fits 
the scene depicted in the cartoon above by sending 
an email to kbridge@ribar.com with “Caption Contest 
for May/June” in the subject line.

Deadline for entry: Contest entries must be submitted 
by June 1st, 2018.

By submitting a caption for consideration in the contest, the author 
grants the Rhode Island Bar Association the non-exclusive and 
perpetual right to license the caption to others and to publish the 
caption in its Journal, whether print or digital.

Winning caption for 
March/April issue cartoon

“Yes I admit the Captain offered
me a cracker in exchange for

favorable testimony.””
ROBERT H. FRIEL, ESQ.

MARK A. PFEIFFER
Alternative Dispute Resolution Services

www.mapfeiffer.com

Bringing over four decades of experience as a Superior Court judge,
financial services industry regulator, senior banking officer, private 
attorney, arbitrator, mediator, receiver, and court appointed special
master to facilitate resolution of legal disputes.

ARBITRATION    MEDIATION    PRIVATE TRIAL
(401) 253-3430 / adr@mapfeiffer.com / 86 State St., Bristol, RI 02809
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�e Aon Attorneys Advantage  
Professional Liability Insurance Program

looks at insurance from  
a fresh perspective…

YOURS

When you sit down with a client, you strive to see their legal 
issue from their perspective and make recommendations 
based on their unique situation. We operate similarly.
At Aon Attorneys Advantage, we understand the services 
you perform and the types of risks you may encounter, so 

individual needs. You receive:
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